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CHAPTER I
THE BEGINNINGS
The years from the Civil VJar to I890 were years of
great challenge to the United States, and especially to its
educational system.

The country was undergoing a revolution

of industrialization, and the resulting social dislocations
presented severe problems for the American public school
system.

Rapid urbanization, concentration of wealth, a nar-

rowing of opportunity, the closing of the frontier, the increase of immigration--these problems were hurling a challenge to American education unequaled in its history.
Americans have always regarded education as a sort
of golden key to a brighter future, and as the problems of
the 1880's and l890»s pressed in upon them, they turned to
their school systems for assurance that the America of tomorrow would be better than the America they found so filled
with problems.

In increasing numbers Americans began to

send their children to school.

Although in the school year

1869-1870 only 57 percent of the total population aged 5-17
was enrolled in public schools, by the year 1889-I890 some
72.4 percent were in school.

This meant the total school

% . S. Office of Education, Biennial Survey of Education, 1950-1952 (Washington: U. S. Government Printing
Office, 1957),pp. 18-19. Hereafter referred to as U. S.
Biennial Survey.
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population rose from 6,872,000 to 12,723,000, an increase
of nearly 100 percent.

Significant also is the fact that

the children were attending longer terms, 144.3 days as compared to 132.2 days, and were attending more regularly, with
an almost 80 percent average daily attendance in I889-I89O
compared with about 59 percent in I869-I870.
This increasingly heavy influx of students forced
some changes in the organization of the schools, especially
in their curricula.

During the period from the Civil War

to about 1900, college preparatory subjects dominated the
curricula of most high schools.

Foreign languages were es3

pecially predominant, with Latin the most popular language.
In 1890, 34.7 percent of the students in public high schools
were enrolled in Latin, with this percentage growing to 50-6
percent in 1900. Also stressed were mathematics, with

h^.h

percent of the students enrolled in algebra in I890, with
that percentage growing to 56.3 in 1900.

Other subjects

4
strongly stressed were the sciences, English, and history.
But there was beginning to be a challenge to the supremacy
of the college-preparatory curriculum.

One of the most

significant developments of this period was the increase in

^Ibid.
3R. Freeman Butts, A Cultural History of Education
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1947), p. 507.
~~
^John F. Latimer, What's Happened to Our High
Schools? (Washington: Public Affairs Press, 195^^}, p. 61.
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the number of subjects offered in the public high school.^
As the school population swelled, it became obvious
that many of the children coming into the schools would not
be served best by a college-preparatory curriculum.

The

public high school, therefore, was faced with a dual role:
preparing a portion of its students for college, while providing the remainder with a curriculum that would give more
adequate preparation for their future lives.
One response of the high school administrators to
this challenge was to increase the number of courses offered,
adding modern history, practical science, vocal music, commercial subjects, and vocational subjects.

High schools

also began to offer the same course at two levels, one prac-

6
tical, and one for college entrance.

These attempts of the

public high school to fill its dual role led to confusion
and to a failure to fill either role satisfactorily.

Later

in the decade solutions were created v/hich proved a more
satisfactory answer for these problems.
In some sections of the country the problems of dual
curricula, increased enrollment, and the search for the
proper role for the public high school were hardly problems
at all.

In the West and the South the problem was rather

^Herman G. Richey and Newton Edv/ards, The School in
the American Social Order (Dallas: Houghton Mifflin Co.,

igW),

p. 73b.
Latimer, vmat's Happened to Our Hi^h Schools?,

p. 62.
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to create a public school where none existed.

One of the many communities in the West creating a
new school system "from the ground up" was Lubbock, Texas.
Certainly the men who met in the early spring of I891 in
the newly formed town of Lubbock to act as the first county
commissioners court were hardly concerned about subtle problems in educational philosophy.

But they did reveal an in-

terest in education which was to be reflected often in
Lubbock's early years.

In their first meeting of March 30,

1891, they created a school district which included the entire county, and named George Hunt, Isham Tubbs, and W. V.
Marshburn as trustees.

8

The county commissioners court seemed to realize
very quickly that a school district encompassing an entire
county might present problems of administration.

Consequently,

on May 12, I89I, they created School District No. 2 in the
9
northeastern part of the county.^

Merle Curti, The Social Ideas of American Educators fPaterson, New Jersey: Littlefield, Adams & Co., 1965),
p. 206.
^County Commissioners Court Minute Book, March 30,
1891, Book 1, p. 4.
^County Commissioners Court Minute Book, May 12,
1891, Book 1, p. 10. Since this district has no connection
with the schools that later become the Lubbock Independent
School District, no attempt will be made to trace the history
of this district, or of other districts later created in
other parts of the county.

The county officials turned next to the problem of
financing a public school system.

On June 29, I89I, the

county coimnissloners ordered a survey made of school lands,
and on August 12 County Judge G. W. Shannon was authorized
to sell bonds to the State Board of Education, with the funds
to be put into the Public Free School Fund.

Though some

of the steps necessary to create the public schools had been
taken, it seemed that preparations would not be completed in
time for public school to open in the fall of I89I.
When this became apparent, the citizens of Lubbock
revealed their concern for the education of their children
by holding an open public meeting for the purpose of providing a school that fall.

After some discussion by the

citizens and some of the county officials, it was decided
to hold a type of subscription school, with the community
financing it from contributions rather than tax money.
experienced teacher was chosen. Miss Minnie Tubbs.

An

Though

Miss Tubbs v;as only seventeen, she had taught the year before in Parker County.

Her salary was to be $32.50 per

month.
IQibid., June 29, I89I. pp. l8-20.
l^Ibid., August 12, I89I, p. 27.
•'-^Miss Minnie Tubbs, Reference File, Southwest Collection, Texas Technological College. Hereafter Southwest
Collection v/111 be abbreviated SWC, Texas Technological
College TTC.

Though there is some disagreement about the location
of the first school, it seems most likely that it met in
13
the only public building in the community, the jail.
The
jail was a small red building, and the cells had not been
installed at the time school was being held there.

Before

the term was over, probably after two or three months, the
school moved into a building built for it across Main
Street.
During the school term, which lasted between four
and seven months a year, the children v/ould arrive at school
about eight or nine o»clock, and settle down to the study of
the three R*s, geography, spelling, and history.

Usually

there v/ere only twelve or fourteen present, though there
were about tv/enty-five enrolled.

Many of the children were

needed by their parents to work on the farms and ranches,
especially during the planting and harvesting seasons, and
economic necessity forced many of the children to spend part

% r s . W. N. Green, "A Lubbock Pioneer," Lubbock
Morning Avalanche, January 24, 1926; "The Story of Lubbock,"
"A Brief History of Lubbock," "A Brief History of the
Lubbock Public Schools," all in the E. J. Lov/ery Papers,
SV7C, TTC; J. B. Green, "Early Days on the Plains," Lubbock
Morning Avalanche, January 27, 1924; Mrs. Olive Fluke,
taped interview, July 24, 1958, in SWC, TTC.
Lowery, "A Brief History of Lubbock," unpaged,
in the E. J. Lov/ery Papers, SWC, TTC.

of their "school days" working at home.

The children sat

on plank benches, laboriously copying on their slates the
lessons which Miss Tubbs assigned to them, and each child
must have longed to be allowed to make the trip to the well
to draw water for the school.

Even a moment»s respite from

that small plank room, devoid of blackboard or maps, v/ould
have been a relief to a child.

On those days when sand-

storms or northers blew through the little frontier toim,
the small room, heated only by a coal stove, must have seemed
a dreary place, and school a dismal experience.
One of the lasting traditions of Lubbock schools
was begun on April 1, I892.

All of the children in the

school left at recess, ran down Yellowhouse Canyon, and hid.
But it v/asn't long before they spotted Miss Minnie, with her
high-button shoes, hoop skirt, and pom.padour, marching down
the canyon.

The children thought they were in for a real

"hiding," or at least a session with the dunce cap.

But

Miss Minnie had gone by Singer*s store and had bags of candy
with her.

The children took the rest of the day off, and

even nov/ students in the high schools in Lubbock celebrate
17
April 1 as Kid's Day.

-^Max Coleman, From Mustanger to Lav/yer (San Antonio:
The Carleton Printing Co., I952), I, p. 105; Fluke interview.
•^"Fluke interviev/; Lowery, "A Brief History of the
Lubbock Public Schools."
-'-'^Fluke interview; Miss Minnie Tubbs, Reference File,
SWC, TTC.
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On Friday, July 24, I892, the first term of school
in Lubbock came to a close.

The article in the Lubbock

Leader describing the closing ceremonies illustrates the
close community involvement in the schools and the role of
the school as a force for community cohesion:
On Friday last, Minnie Tubbs closed a successful term of school at this place. The exercises
began at noon, and consumed the evening in nice
recitations by ail the scholars. Space forbids us
making special mention, but will say that one and
all did exceedingly well. At night a sumptuous
supper was set, and all present made themselves at
home--at the table. After supper the remainder of
the program was carried out, interspersed with some
beautiful vocal and instrumental music, by Miss
Sylva Hunt and Miss Grace Doekum, assisted by
Messrs. W. C. Henderson and Albert Clark.
Miss Tubbs has great ability as an instructor,
and deserves much credit for the good she has accomplished.^"
Miss Tubbs evidently was a good enough instructor
to get a better job the next year teaching at Old Emma,
19
which had a more established school.
The first truly public school in Lubbock opened on
the first Monday in October, 1892.""

The building had been

constructed of lumber brought from Amarillo and was located

Lubbock Leader, July 31. I89I.
^^Miss Minnie Tubbs, Reference File, SWC, TTC.
^^V7illie Mae Hawthorne, "A Short History of Lubbock
County," typescript in SWC, TTC, unpaged.

on block 180, Old Town, Lubbock.

One account says that

this was the third frame building actually built in Lubu , 21
bock.
The school was taught for the next tv/o years by
P. F. Bro\>m, who received $6o per month for the eight months
22
of the school.
The change in teachers seems to have
caused little change in the daily activities of the school.
Students still scratched on their slates their daily lessons in the three R's, geography, math, and history.

Their

spelling lessons were taken from the old blue-backed spel23
ler.
One of the students described his books this way:
"I remember my old geography book had a picture on the front
exemplifying Texas.

It was a cowman forefooting a steer.
24

An old spelling book and history completed the books."
Brovm did not assign the students to grades, but
placed each child in an appropriate group by subject, basing his grouping on the student's ability in that subject.
After spending twenty or thirty minutes with one group.
Brown would assign them classv/ork, then v/ork with another
group.
2-^J. B. Mobley, "Early Days on the Plains of Texas,"
Lubbock Morning Avalanche, December l4, 1923.
^%av/thorne, "A Short History of Lubbock County."
^^Taped interview v/ith Bob Crump, July 7, 1958, in
SWC, TTC.
^^Coleman, From Mustanger to Lav/yer, Book I, p. I06.
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At the beginning of the year 1892-93, the school
had about thirty pupils, but had grown to about sixty by the
closing of school.

Average daily attendance seems to have

PR

been rather poor, ^ and it Is probably just as v/ell that attendance was not good, for the physical facilities might not
have been adequate to handle all the children at once.

The

little building, a one-room frame, filled with homemade
desks, and heated by a coal stove which the children had to
keep stoked, would certainly have been over-crowded if the
26
entire sixty students had shown up at once.
By the end of the school year of I894-I895, when
Mr. Brown left the teaching profession, public education in
Lubbock was definitely established.

The school had a build-

ing of its own, regular hours, and a teacher paid from public funds.

Education in Lubbock had made its beginning.

The years between I892 and I898 saw little change
in the Lubbock school.

It remained a one-teacher school

during these years, but there seems to exist some confusion
about just who taught, and when.

One source lists P. P.

Brown as teaching through 1895^ and says he was joined in
27
that year by Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Norton.
Another source

^^Hawthorne, "A Short History of Lubbock County."
P6

Crump Interview.
^'^Rollie Burns Papers, and undated sheet titled
"School District No. 1," in SWC, TTC.
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lists the early teachers in this order:

P. F. Brown, Nat

Parks, Mrs. W. T. Boone, A. J. Clark, Miss Laura Davis,
George R. Bean, Mr. Davis, R. R. Holland, E. R. Haynes,
28
J. K. Wester, and M. M. Dupre.
This list does not seem
to be a list of teachers, for Haynes and Dupre v/ere superintendents.

Two sources indicate that P. F. Brown v/as fol29
lowed by Mr. C. F. Stubbs. ^ Then one of these sources goes

on to list Mrs. Lee K. Anten, Mr. M. N. Parks, and Mr. A. J«
30
Clark.
This list is in chronological order and seems correct.
The county was growing in population and by the fall
of 1898 it was decided that the school needed more space, so
another room v/as added to the building.

The teacher that
31
year. Miss Laura Davis, was given an assistant.
The following year the school was taught by George R. Bean, who
later became county judge.
Mr. Bean's experiences in the Lubbock schools reflect the rather rudimentary stage of school administration

28

Mobley, "Early Days on the
^^J. J. Dillard, "Early Davs
Lubbock Morning Avalanche, March l4,
''The History of Education in Lubbock
Master's thesis, Texas Technological

If

Plains of Texas."
on the Plains of Texas,"
1924; Marcus E. Witt,
County," unpublished
College, 1931^ P- 64.

^^Witt, "The History of Education in Lubbock County,"

p. 64.
^^Ibid.
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common in small schools.

In adclition to earning his $6o a

month salary as a teacher, Mr. Bean \iss also the superintendent, janitor, and fire-builder.

Every morning he arrived

in time to build the fire in the coal stove, checking as he
did so the supply of coal which it was his duty to maintain.
After a long day of teaching, he must have turned wearily
to his janitorial duties.
Bean remembered the school as being divided informally into six grades.

The students were grouped according

to grade and subject, and Mr. Bean spent some twenty or
thirty minutes with each group while the other students
worked on their assignments.

There were about sixty pupils
32
enrolled, but rarely more than forty in attendance.
This
figure would seem to indicate that the school population

had grown very little since P. F. Brown opened the first public school in I892.
The reason for lack of growth in the school population can be found in an examination of estimated population
figures for the entire county.

These figures reveal an

actual decline in the population of Lubbock in the mid1890' s.

In 1892 there were between I80 and I90 people in

the county; in I893, some 19O; in l894, I60; in l895> 155;
in 1896, 135; in I897, 150; in I898, 175; in I899, 220; in

^ Taped interview with George R. Bean, July 8, 1958,
in SWC, TTC.
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1900, 293.

The decline in the mid-90's was probably due to

the abandonment of homesteads by a number of families.
After a law was passed in I895 which made school land easier
33
to acquire, population once again increased.
Education in Lubbock seems to have reached a plateau
by about 1900.

School population had remained almost sta-

tionary and there had been little change in either the physical facilities of the school or its internal organization.
The public schools were reflecting the conditions within the
community, and their further development awaited the further
development of the community.

This was in rather sharp con-

trast with what was happening in the rest of the nation.
While Lubbock v/as standing still in its educational development, schools throughout the nation had no problem in maintaining their growth.

The years from I89O to I9OO were es-

pecially notable for the rapid growth of the American secondary school.34 Each year in this period there were some 316
new high schools created.

By I90O there v/ere two and one35
half times as many high schools as in I89O,
and secondary
school enrollment increased from 1.6 percent of the total
00

Seymour V. Connor, "The Founding of Lubbock,"
Lawrence L. Graves, ed., A History of Lubbock (Lubbock:
West Texas Museum Association, 1959)^ PP- ^^-89.
•^ Butts, A Cultural History of Education, p. 489.
^-^Edv/ard A. Krug, The Shaping of the American High
School (New York: Harper & Row, 19t>4;, pT 17tJ.
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school enrollment in I889-I890 to 3.3 percent in 18991900.^

By 1900 there were some 6,005 public high schools.^'
The rapid growth of the American secondary school

brought problems to the schools, especially in the area of
curriculum.

The years preceding 189O had seen a rapid growth

in the number of subjects offered in high schools. This
rapid proliferation v/as of great concern to the National Education Association, and in I892 the N.E.A. appointed a committee, the Committee of Ten, headed by Harvard president
Charles W. Eliot to study the problem.

"This committee

divided the high school curriculum into nine groups of related subjects and appointed nine sub-committees of the
members each to study them and to make recommendations about
their place in the high school pattern."

The subjects the

sub-committees were to study were Latin, Greek, English and
other modern languages, mathematics, physical sciences,
natural history, history, and geography.39
The report of this committee was one of the most influential documents in the history of American education.
It was an attempt to bring some order out of the chaos which

^^U. S. Biennial Survey, pp. 18-I9.
Krug, The Shaping of the American High School,
p. 169.
•^Latimer, VJhat's Happened to Our High Schools?,
pp. 62, 65.
39
^Ibid.
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had developed in public school curricula.

The committee

realized that the secondary school was the last step in the
formal education of many students, but decided that the
best preparation for life for all students was to develop
mental training by disciplinary study. ^

Four curricula

for high school students v/ere drawn up by the committee:
the classical, the Latin-scientific, the English, and the
modern languages.

The common quality of all these curricula

was that they were heavily weighted with solidly academic
subjects.

The committee's report also made recommendations

concerning the amount of time to be spent studying each subject, attempting to standardize credit given for high school
41
courses.
Although this report v/as very influential in focusing attention on the problems of the American secondary
school, its chief importance was to bring about an increasing standardization of high school curricula along the lines
42
advocated by the committee.
But the work of this committee
was not the only new influence present in American education
in the l890's.

4o
John S. Brubacher, A History of the Problems of
Education (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1947), p. 451.
41
Krug, The Shaping of the American High School,

pp. 61-63.
42
Latimer, T^That's Happened to Our High Schools?,

pp. 67-68.
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The elementary school curriculum was also undergoing
significant changes during these years.

In the years before

1890 the primary stress in the elementary schools was on the
acquisition of knowledge and skill in the fundamental skills
of reading, writing, spelling, and arithmetic, with some emphasis on science, history, and geography.

A few schools
43
also had courses in music, art, and physical education.
Beginning in the mid-1890's, more stress was placed on the
social aims of education, and methods were created to provide more activity for children in the elementary school
44
classroom.
More United States history and literature came
45
to be taught in the elementary school.
The schools in Lubbock during this period reflected
little of the great change that was sweeping through national
education.

In the late l890's the schools of Lubbock were

still those of a small rural community.

Every day about

nine o'clock school was opened by the ringing of a bell donated by the railroad.

Although by this time the schools

had blackboards, most of the younger students still used
slates.

The students bought their books at schools and kept

them at the school building.

The curriculum consisted mostly

^Butts, A Cultural History of Education, p. 644.
44
Ibid., p. 502.
^Richey and Edwards, The School in the American
Social Order, pp. 726-727.
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of the "three R's" with other subjects such as geography
»

also taught.

The school had a dunce cap and a stool, but

there seems to have been little corporal punishment.

The

sanitary facilities were primitive, and the students had to
carry drinking water.
a carefree recess.

There were no organized sports, just

When the bell rang dismissing school

about four o'clock, the students could usually forget school
46
for another day, since homework was rarely assigned.
Some changes v/ere made in the organization of the
schools during these years.

About 1900 the first graded

school v/as introduced, apparently by the Hollands v/hen they
became teachers in Lubbock.

Literary societies, v/hich seemed

to be an outgrowth of school activities, developed.

Friday

afternoons were evidently a time for the lighter side of
school activities, with spelling matches a favorite activity.

47
Sometimes the various grades presented programs.
By 1900 the schools of Lubbock had been in operation
nearly ten years, long enough to have assumed a definite
form and character.

Every day children from the little fron-

tier tov/n and from surrounding farms and ranches poured into

46
This description is based primarily on tv/o taped
interviev/s, one v/ith a student during this period, Mrs. Roscoe
Bayless, interviev/ed June 10, 1958, and one v/ith a teacher
during this period. Judge George R. Bean, interviev/ed August
8, 1958. Both interviews are in SWC, TTC.
47
Katie Bell Crump, taped interview, July 9, 1958^
SWC, TTC.
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the little frame building and sat down to their daily diet
of traditional subjects.

The school, adequately financed

and staffed, had become a regular element in the lives of
the students and the coimnunity.
small frontier town.

But Lubbock was still a

V/ere its schools far behind those of

the rest of the state and nation?
Throughout the nation the curriculum in the elementary school remained dominated by reading, spelling, arithmetic, and writing.

Reading was beginning to be taught by

a combination of a word and phonic method, but the other
subjects were still taught by drill, with obsolete words
and problems often being stressed.

There was a close ad-

48

herence to the textbook,

and the eight-grade primary
school was the typical arrangement.49
The traditional curriculum was also dominant in the

secondary school, but in some areas the influence of commercialism and industrialism were beginning to be present
in the curriculum, with some business and commercial subjects being introduced.

Vocational subjects were beginning

to be taught in some areas of the country.^

York:

^"Willard S. Elsbree, The American Teacher (New
American Book Co., 1939)^ PP- 412-413.
4Q

^Patrick J. Ryan, Historical Foundations of Public
Education in America (Dubuque, lov/a: Wmn. Brown Co., I965),
p. 251.
5^R. Freeman Butts and Lawrence Cremin, A History
of Education in American Culture (New York: Henry Holt &
Co., 1953)/ pp. 441-442.
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In the Lubbock schools, traditional subjects, es»

pecially the three R's, dominated the curriculum, and the
school was divided into eight primary grades, as v/as typical in other areas.

Thus in the areas of curriculum and

school organization, the Lubbock schools seemed to be in
the mainstream of American education.

An exception to this

was the absence of any vocational or commercial subjects in
the Lubbock schools, due perhaps to the lack of demand for
these courses in a small, agricultural community.
The average school term throughout the United States
in the year 1899-I90O was 144.3 days,^"^ while in Texas the
average school term v/as 108.2 days,^
53
term in 1899-1900 was 154 days.

In Lubbock the school

This greater length of

the school tern is probably deceptive, for as has been noted,
most children in Lubbock attended rather sporadically.

But

the length of the term does indicate an attempt to provide
sound education for the children of the community.
Teachers in the United States had an average salary
of $325 per year,-^ v/hile in Lubbock the salary paid in
51
U. S. Biennial Survey of Education, pp. I8-I9.
52
Thirteenth Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public"instruction, 190Q-19Q1> 19Q1-19Q2, .
(Austin: I903). Hereafter these reports will be referred
to by number,
53
Ibid.

^ B i e n n i a l Survey of Education, I95O-I952.
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1899-1900 averaged $425, as compared to the Texas average
of $260.32.-^-^ Since Lubbock had only one teacher, this
figure is perhaps misleading, but again indicates Lubbock's
support of her schools.
These statistics, combined with a consideration of
the curriculum and organization of the Lubbock schools, indicate that in I90O the Lubbock schools, although in operation less than ten years, compared favorably with other
schools in the nation, and were perhaps superior to many
Texas schools.
But the schools were to be faced with challenges in
the years ahead, especially the challenges presented by growth
in the scholastic population.

The next decade marked the be-

ginning of the rapid growth which was to characterize Lubbock
for the next twenty years.

In the years from I9OO to I906

the scholastic population in the entire county grew from 155
. , 56
to 434.
The small frame building was added to, growing to
three rooms by 1909, and by I907 there were thirteen teachers
57
teaching in the county, six of these in Lubbock.
The rapid growth of the city of Lubbock, combined
with the growth of the schools throughout the county, caused
an important re-organization of the schools in I907.

^^Thirteenth Biennial Report.

(I90O-1902).

^ The Biennial Reports from I90O-I906.
^'^Sixteenth Biennial Report.

(1906-I908).

In the

21
years from I891 to I907 there had been nine school districts
created in Lubbock county, although two of these had later
158

been discontinued.^

The schools had thus become a rather

complex administrative burden for the county commissioners
court.

It is also possible that the citizens of Lubbock may

have thought they should have more control over their schools.
For whatever reason, on April 23, I907, the Lubbock Independent School District was created. -^
Since the new district v^as no longer under the supervision of the county judge, one of the first responsibilities
of the new district was the selection of a superintendent.
The first superintendent of the Lubbock Independent School
60
District was E. R. Haynes, chosen by the trustees in I907.
Mr. Haynes took over a school district which had 276 pupils
enrolled and six teachers.

Evidently the only building

being used was the original frame building constructed in
1892, though the building had been added to through the years
and apparently had three rooms in 1907.

eft

One.

Index to County Commissioners Court Records, Book
^^Ibid.

G. N. Atkinson, "Lubbock Schools Show Marvelous
Growth," Lubbock Morning Avalanche, September 21, 1924. Mr.
Atkinson was principal of Lubbock High School for several
years.
"^Sixteenth Biennial Report.
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This rapid growth of the new district made changes
necessary.

Preparing for the school year 1908-O9, the

school added sixty new desks and had the grounds overhauled.
When school opened in September of I908, it was evident that
those new desks were going to be needed, for by September 25
enrollment had increased almost sixty pupils over the year
before, and all rooms in the school v/ere overcrowded.

In-

creasing enrollment made necessary the hiring of an extra

64

teacher in October.

Rapid growth of enrollment during

September and October was normal, especially during this
period, for many students worked on the farm until mid or
late fall, then enrolled.

Often entire families would move

to tov/n so the children could attend school.
Though the school was hardly operating in ideal physical facilities. Superintendent Haynes had no doubt that the
school curriculum v/as quite satisfactory.

In his school

students could " . . . equip themselves for the duties of
practical life; and for the profession of teaching.

1165

He

seemed equally confident that his teaching staff was highly
competent.

"Our teachers are not novices, but men and women

thoroughly alive to the educational needs of the times, well

Lubbock Morning Avalanche, August 7, I908.
•^Ibid., September I8, I908.
64
"ibid., October 9, 1908.
®Ibid., August 7, I908.
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equipped with the necessary knowledge and skilled in the
66
best methods of imparting knowledge."
This "thoroughly
alive" group consisted of P. F. Brown, W. M. Shaw, Mrs. E. R.
67
Haynes, Mrs. W. S. Norton, and Miss May Norton.
Since the
enrollment was about 255 pupils, the pupil-teacher ratio was
about 50:1.

Certainly a teacher needed to be "skilled in

the best methods of imparting knowledge" to deal with the
problems of teaching 50 students.
By January of 1909 school enrollment had grown to
about 360 pupils, and two additional teachers had been
68
added.
The Lubbock school was now very overcrowded, and
it seemed inevitable that a new building would have to be
erected.

But the need quickly became even more pressing.

On March 24, 1909, fire destroyed Lubbock's small frame

69

school building.
For a v/hile some classes were held in
70
the courthouse,
but it v/as obvious that a building must be
finished by the next year.
The school board reacted to this challenge in a farsighted manner.

Realizing that Lubbock would continue to

66 Lubbock Morning Avalanche, August J, I908.
Ibid., September 4, I908.
68
Ibid., January 22, 1909-

69
Ibid., April 1, I909.
'^^Mrs. J. W. Jackson, taped interview, July 23,
1958, SWC, TTC.
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grow and that the expanding school system would require adequate facilities in the years ahead, the board decided to
go ahead with construction of a school building that would
serve the needs of the community for some years.

On July 1,

1909, the school board issued $25,000 in bonds for the financing of a brick building of tv/o stories and a basement.'^'''
The building was to house a school office and an auditorium
and the school was to be filled with up-to-date equipment."^^
The school was to be located on v/hat is now l4th and P.
Streets, the present location of a large Sears, Roebuck
73
Store. The land v/as donated by Mr. Rush.
Before this
building was completed, however, another school house was
erected.

There are two versions about v/hy another building

was erected in the late summer of I909.

There perhaps was

some feeling that the school board had planned for a build74
ing more elaborate than the district would ever need.
There even is a statement that the project was abandoned

75

for a v/hile.

It seems more likely that it was obvious

that such a large building could not be finished in time

'Undated sheet. Board Minute Book, Number Two,
Lubbock Independent School District.
72
Lowery, "Early History of Lubbock."
73
Dr. J. T. Hutchinson, taped interview, March 6,
1954, SWC, TTC.
' Witt, "The History of Education in Lubbock County, " p. 66.
'^Lowery, "Early History of Lubbock."
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for the opening of school in the fall of I909.

When it

seemed that school would be meeting under the trees in the
fall, funds were raised by subscription to erect a temporary frame building.

This building cost $8178.40.*^^ It

was later moved to the high school lot where it was used

^

for the primary department until 1924.''^''^ On April 10, I9II,
a bond issue of $10,000 was ordered by the board to repay
those who had lent money for the construction of this building.
The host of students that arrived with the opening
of school in the fall of I909 must have made the faculty
very thankful that they would be in a new building the next
year.

That year 618 students enrolled in the Lubbock schools

and the faculty had grown to I9 teachers.'''^ These figures
are "Official," but seem open to some doubt, since the
Avalanche mentions only 400 students with ten teachers.
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76
'George P. Rush, "The Formative Years of Lubbock,"
unpublished Masters thesis, Texas Technological College,
1934.
'•Atkinson, "Lubbock Schools Show Marvelous Growth."
'Undated sheet in Board Minute Book, Number Two.
There is a mention in Rush, "The Formative Years of Lubbock," of a rumor that these loans v/ere never repaid. This
seems unlikely since the board had sold bonds to insure
their repayment.
'"seventeenth Biennial Report.
^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, December 16, I909. Official figures reported to the State Board of Education and
reported in the State Biennial Reports are nearly alv/ays
different from those listed in the nev/spapei*. Enrollment
reported by the state meant all students enrolled in school
at any one time during the year, while the newspaper figure
reflects those presently enrolled in school in Lubbock.
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The students were housed in the new temporary eight-room
frame building located at the present site of Avenue 0. and
Q-i

Sixth Streets.

There were ten grades that year.

Lubbock teachers during these early years of the
school district were conscious of the need for continuing
professional education.

In December, I908, a teachers' in-

stitute v/as held in Lubbock with many out-of-town teachers
82
attending.
The following December a five-day institute
was held. Some of the topics discussed were:
Necessity for Daily Preparation on the Part of the
Teacher
How to Secure Home Study on the Part of the Pupil
English in the High School
How Much Technical Grammar Should Fourth-Grade
Students Know?
Hov/ to Teach Manners and Morals
Corporal Punishment
Real and Fake Teaching.

83

The end of the school year I909-I9IO marked the end
of an era for the Lubbock schools.

They were now incorpor-

ated into the Lubbock Independent School District, giving
the people of Lubbock more control over their schools.

^-^Lowery, "Lubbock Public Schools," unpublished
pamphlet, SWC, TTC.
Lubbock Morning Avalanche, December I8, I908.
^^Ibid., November 25, I909.

In
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the spring of 1909 the first graduating class of ten had
84
held graduation exercises in the First Christian Church.
In the fall of the next year the school would be moved into
a large new building with new equipment, and the district
would be administered by a new superintendent. The Lubbock
school district had moved out of the era of the small, oneroom, rural school with one teacher, and was on its way to
becoming a city school system.

84Lowery, "Lubbock Public Schools."

CHAPTER II
1910-1920
The years from I910 to the outbreak of V/orld War I
were a significant and interesting period in education, for
during those years movements, trends, and struggles v/ere
begun which presaged much of the course of education for the
next fifty years.

Many of the reforms discussed on the na-

tional level during this decade were implemented in Lubbock
as the schools developed.

Just as the schools of Lubbock

v;ere reaching their first plateau of maturity, education on
the national level was beginning its long struggle to break
from the pattern which had dominated it for almost a century.
Tlie new trends in education are well illustrated by
the struggle over the secondary school curriculum.

The

years from the close of the century to I910 had seen the
supremacy of the "traditional" curriculum,

reflecting to

a significant extent the influence of the report of the Committee of Ten.

The committee had divided human thought and

experience into five areas:

English language and literature;

foreign languages and literatures, especially Latin; mathematics, algebra, and geometry; science, and history and
government.

The massive influence of the report is re-

flected in the rising proportion of students enrolled in

-'•Latimer, VHiat's Happened to Our High Schools?, p. 71.
28
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these five subject areas during the years from I890-I910.2
The ^'traditional" curriculum seemed firmly established.
But education, an institutional reflection of everchanging human endeavors, is never a static entity.

Just

as the influence of traditionalism seemed at its height,
new voices were heard; voices which were challenging the
value of the accepted curriculum.

The National Education

Association in I9II appointed a Committee on the Economy
of Time.

The reports of this committee were published be3

tween 1915 and I919.

In compiling its reports, the com-

mittee used forerunners of scientific devices for curriculum
construction.

It chose word lists for schools on the basis

of word counts in newspapers and periodicals; it surveyed
the experts in each subject area to obtain a consensus of
what was essential in each field; and it used inventories
and tabular analysis in its studies of textbooks and courses
of study.

The curriculum had become the subject for a

primitive scientific study, and in the future scientific and
statistical analysis would become a potent force in the study
of curriculum needs.
2
Latimer, What's Happened to Our High Schools?,

p. 68.
^Ibld., p. 72.
Brubacher, A History of the Problems of Education,
p. 295.
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The committee had made an even more important departure from traditionalism in its statement of what was
essential in education:

"Whatever is included must minister

to the social needs common to ordinary American children."
The child, not the subjectmatter, was to be the heart of
the new curriculum.
The effects of this 'life-adjustment* concept as
it was later called, were plainly evident in the
transition period between I910 and 1922. Proportionately the cumulative subjects and English lost con-. _
siderable ground, but still remained the leading
fields of study. The cumulative subjects constituted
the strongest single group, social studies made only,
minor gains, but practical subjects accelerated
rapidly. Health, music, and art secured a strong
foothold. The focal point of secondary education
was definitely shifting from emphasis on subjectmatter to emphasis on the pupils and their lifeadjustment needs. The old idea that pupils should
conform to the curriculum was giving way to the new
concept of adapting the curriculum to fit the wide
divergence of student Interests and capacities.6
Education was no longer to be exclusively intellectual, but
was to have social elements as well.

Education was begin-

ning to feel the first faint stirrings of the movement later
labeled the progressive movement.
The progressive movement in education which had its
beginnings in the later part of this decade was part of the

^Quoted in Brubacher, A History of the Problems of
Education, p. 295•
^Latimer, VThat's Happened to Our High Schools?,
p. 72.
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broaiier Progressive movement.

It stressed a respect for the

individual and expressed a renewed confidence that human intelligence could be used successfully as the instrument of
political and educational reconstruction.

The most impor-

tant single book in this movement was John Dewey's Democracy
and Education, published in 19l6.

One educational historian

has labeled this book as "undoubtedly the most important
treatise on education and political or social theory since
Plato's Republic."

Since progressive education became

much more influential on the national scene in the next
decade, it will be discussed at more length in the next chapter.

During the years I9IO-I920, the infant progressive move-

ment in education served as a stimulus to the increasing movement in reform of the curriculum.
The new movement in curriculum reform quickly showed J
its strength.

In I9IO, 84.1 percent of high school students

were enrolled in a foreign language course; by 1922 the percentage was 55.

Science enrollment declined from 81.7 per-

cent in 1900 to 58.4 percent in 1922. Mathematics showed
a similar drop, from 89.7 percent in I910 to 7^.9 percent
in 1922. While these traditional subjects were losing enrollment, the subjects which seemed to "minister to the
social needs of American children" most immediately were

'^Brubacher, A History of the Problems of Education,

p. 47.
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showing considerable gains.

Business education enrollment

almost quadrupled, going from 11 percent to 42.1 percent;
vocational subjects Jumped from 8.6 percent to I3.7 percent;
home economics rose from 3.8 percent to l4.3 percent.®

The

American school was seeking to adapt itself to the needs of
its students and of the American society.
Service to society did not confine itself to the
classroom.

There was an increasing interest on the part of

the schools in such community questions as public health,
child labor, and the control of obscene literature.^ The
school was moving out of the little red schoolhouse and into
the area of social action, although its subsequent steps were
to be somewhat slow and halting.
One of the schools* attempts to modify themselves to ^
suit the needs of the students was the creation of the
Junior high school.

The Junior high school movement began

sometime before 1910> and its spread around the country became especially rapid after World War I.

The Junior high

school, with its recognition of the special problems of the
young adolescent, was yet another attempt to suit school
organization to the needs of the child.

^Latimer, What's Happened to Our High Schools?,
p. 61.
%rug. The Shaping of the American High School,
pp. 259fr.
•••^H. G. Good, A History of American Education
(New York: The Macmillan Co., 19^2}, p. kki.
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One of the movements in national education which
was to affect Lubbock in the opening years of this decade
was the movement for more vocational education in the
schools.

By I910 the issue of vocational education had be-

come the dominant issue in the schools, attracting such
worthy proponents as Theodore Roosevelt. •^•'" There were calls
for work-study plans, continuation schools in which students
could continue their study even though not enrolled in a
regular school, and vocational guidance.

The argument for

more vocational education centered around the concept of
making the schools more responsive to the needs of the community and the student.

"The introduction of manual train-

ing, domestic science, and agriculture would do much toward
making the country school and the small tov/n school a more
12
useful social institution."
The Lubbock schools were soon
to reflect the influence of this movement.
The years from 19IO to 1920 were years of change
for Texas education also.

T\'/o state laws were passed dur-

ing this period v/hich are illustrative of this change.

In

1915 Texas passed its first compulsory attendance law since
Reconstruction, long after most other states had seen the
need for such laws.

Only Georgia and Mississippi were later

•*""^Krug, The Shaping of the American High School,
pp. 223-226.
•^^Elwood P. Cubberly, Public Education in the United
States (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 19^7}, P- 24/.
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than Texas in passing such laws.^^
Another much needed step was taken on February 20,
1919, when the legislature passed a bill providing for free
textbooks for public school students.
Both these laws reflect a movement forward in Texas
education, a movement that was certainly necessary if somewhat belated.

This period of advancement in public educa-

tion in Texas was reflected by the schools of Lubbock.
The years from I910 to the beginnings of the First
V/orld War were the start of a new era in the Lubbock public
[1

schools.

For almost twenty years the schools had been

schools typical of the rural, then the small-town school.
But Lubbock was changing, moving from a rural-dominated
trading area to a to^-m with a life and character of its
15

o^f^n,

In 1909 the business district of Lubbock resembled most others on the South Plains, with the
inevitable public square surrounded by weatherbeated, unpainted frame buildings straggling out
along dusty and unpaved streets as if anxious to
hide their identity, yet afraid of the uncut
prairie. Most of the business district was concentrated west and south of the square, v/ith frequent interruptions by weed-filled vacant lots.

•'•^C. E. Evans, The Story of Texas Schools (Austin:
The Steck Co., 1955)^ p. 93-

Ik
Lubbock Avalanche, February 27, 1919"^^The following section on the growth and development of Lubbock is based on A History of Lubbock, Lawrence
L. Graves, ed. . (Lubbock: West Texas Museum Association,
1959), pp. 115-235.

I!
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Though Lubbock's physical appearance was far from
impressive, there was present in the small community a
spirit of growth and progress.

Several important steps in

the city's growth were being taken as the second decade of
the century opened.

Probably the most important single

step in the growth of the community was the completion of
the railroad through Lubbock in I909.

This railroad was

part of the section which linked the northern and southern
sections of the Santa Fe, arid, as was so often the case in
new communities, the railroad provided a commercial link
with the rest of the world vital to Lubbock's continued
growth.
The news that the railroad would be coming through
Lubbock had arrived in early 1909^ and the burst of enthusiasm which accompanied the good news was undoubtedly a
strong factor in prompting the incorporation of the tovm.
Though there had been some discussion of incorporation
earlier, it was not until March I6, 1909^ that the people
voted eighty-four to forty-six in favor of incorporation.
Lubbock officially became a city.
One of the earliest acts of the new city was to
grant, in August, a charter to the Lubbock Light and Ice
Company.

Lubbock also received telephone and telegraph

service during this period, with the Southwestern Telegraph
and Telephone Company providing both services by January
of 1910.

The new city also moved rather quickly to provide
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water and sewage systems for its citizens, with both systems
being in operation by early I912.
The efforts to secure the physical necessities and
comforts did not mean that religious and cultural matters
were neglected.

By early I910 there were at least eight

churches in the small community, and church activities were
numerous and vigorous.

As early as I907 efforts had been

begun to found a library in Lubbock, though these efforts
seemed to have limited success.

By 1920 there was a library

of sorts, housed in the back of a tailor shop.

But the con-

tinuing efforts, weak though they were, indicate that there
was present some interest in having a library.

Lubbock's

attempts to found a community band followed a similar pattern, with interest waxing and waning, but being periodically
revived until 1923, when the attempt was abandoned.
The period from I9IO to the early years of the 1920's
saw Lubbock move away from being merely a small collection
of settlers toward becoming a real city.
Thus by 1923 Lubbock in a little over three decades had grovm from a handful of struggling settlers housed in unpainted frame buildings, to a
prosperous and thriving community of some five thousand. The v/eatherworn shacks had given way to substantial brick and frame homes surrounding a growing business district; a program of public works
had been inaugurated; and the religious, educational, ^and cultural life of the community flourished. 1°

1 (^

Graves, (ed.), A History of Lubbock, p. 235
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The vigorous and flourishing life of the community, and its
changing character, were reflected in the changes in the
schools.
In November, I909, the ground had been broken for
the new brick school building, a building which seemed so
grand that it was wondered whether or not Lubbock could ever
17
fill it.
The opening of this school in the fall of I910
seems an event almost symbolic of the beginning of a new era
in the Lubbock public schools.
Two other milestones were passed in the year I9IO.
A new superintendent, J. K. Wester, replaced E. R. Haynes.
Wester remained in this post for four years, and, as will
be seen, they v/ere years of progress and growth. Also,
19
Lubbock had its first twelve-grade school in I9IO-I9II.
The first graduates from a twelve-grade school in Lubbock
20

came in the spring of 1912, when five graduated.
During the years from I909-I920, the schools of Lubbock began the struggle v/hich v/as to dominate much of their
history for the next twenty years--the struggle to provide
adequate faculty and physical facilities for a rapidly increasing enrollment.

In the year I908-I909 there were 276

'^Lubbock Avalanche, November 11, 1909Atkinson, "Lubbock Schools Show Marvelous Growth."
19-Ibid.
20
Ibid.
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pupils enrolled in the Lubbock schools;^"*- by September of
1911 there were over 60O pupils and the new school was be22
ginning to fill rapidly.
The rapidity of the growth can
be seen by the fact that in the spring term of 1911-12
there was an increase of hO pupils over the fall term, bring23
ing the total enrollment to about 700.

According to Super-

intendent Wester's report to the Board of Trustees, the
24
average daily attendance was about 50 percent.
The next
year there was a rather surprising drop in enrollment, with
25
only 681 being enrolled in December, I913.

Though the

enrollment seemed to halt its rapid rise momentarily, the
influx of pupils had created severe strains on the school
system.
The attempt to contend with the sv/elling school
population had placed such a severe strain on the financial
resources of the school district that in March, 1912, there
was some talk of cutting the school year short.

The dis-

trict's funds were exhausted, but the board decided to carry
26
on somehow until the end of the term.
^-^Seventeenth Biennial Report.
^^Lubbock Avalanche, September 7, 1911
^^ibid., January 4, 1912.
^Void., February 1, 1912.
^^Ibid., December 4, 1913^^Ibid., March 28, I912.
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Only a month later the schools received a visit
from Dr. Thomas Fletcher of the University of Texas, Dr.
Fletcher coming to investigate the possibility of affiliating the school with the University of Texas.

Having the

school recognized by the University meant its credits would
be recognized by the University for entrance, and in fact
amounted to a kind of state certification.

Dr. Fletcher

found the school to be in excellent condition, which seems
remarkable considering the system's rather desperate financial condition.

He commented on the splendid organization,

discipline, instruction, and the magnificent building, and
. 27
affiliation with the University was given his approval.
This affiliation marked another step forward for the Lubbock schools, which seemed to be advancing in spite of some
difficulties.
The pause in the rise in enrollment which occurred
in 1913-14 was only temporary, for the years from 1914-15
through the remainder of the decade saw continued growth.
From 703 pupils in 1914-15, enrollment grew to 1228 in 191920.28
Throughout the years from I9OO to World War I there
was a strong interest in the Lubbock school system In
teacher education.

One of the principal means of continuing

^^Lubbock Avalanche, April, 25, 1912.
^^Atkinson, "Lubbock Schools Show Marvelous Growth."
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a teacher's education was the teacher institute.

These were

held several times a year at various towns throughout the
area, the favored times being the Christmas holidays and the
summer vacation periods.

The year 1911-12 gives an indica-

tion of the nature of the institutes.

In November, 19II,

thirteen teachers from Lubbock attended a tv/o-day institute
29
at Plainvlew. -^ During the Christmas holidays a County In30
stitute was held for several days.
Then in the summer of
1912 the South Plains Summer Normal was conducted, lasting
from May 28 to July 11, with twenty-three different subjects
being offered.

Primary Methods and Drawing, Grammar, Latin,

Methods and Managements--these were some of the courses
which helped to prepare the prospective teachers for the
examinations for certification which could be taken after
31
the institute was concluded.
The institute held in Lubbock in December, 1912,
illustrates the curriculum at the shorter institutes.
Speeches were given on such subjects as: The New Certification Law, the Making and Unmaking of the Dull (this speech
v/as reprinted in the Lubbock Avalanche and leaves little
doubt where pupils found the inspiration for their dullness).
Patriotism Fostered by History and Civics, The School as a
^^Lubbock Avalanche, November 30, 19II.
3^rbid., December l4, 19II.
^^Ibid., March 28, 1912.
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Social Center, and Practical Agriculture in the Public
Schools.^^
The teacher's institute undoubtedly filled a need
in an area where schools were grov/lng rapidly, and teachers
with more formal training would be difficult to attract in
sufficient supply.

The institutes continued for many years

to serve as important means for training teachers and upgrading the preparation of those already teaching.
Superintendent Wester resigned in 19l4 and was replaced by M. M. Dupre, beginning a long and progressive
administration by Mr. Dupre.

Mr. Dupre had begun teaching

even before he had graduated from Ohio State University.
After receiving his degree in I886, Dupre taught in West
Virginia, then moved into Texas.

Before coming to Lubbock,

Dupre had served as superintendent at Shelbyville, Henderson,
Troup, and Center.-^-^ One of the first steps taken by Dupre
was some reform of the curriculum.
The curriculum in the Lubbock schools in the early
years of this decade had shown strongly the "traditional"
influence.

The curriculum listed for I912-I3 is given

belov/.
Mathematics:

Arithmetic--I^ental, Practical, Higher

3^Ibid., January 2, 1913^^David M. Vigness, "M. M. Dupre," Seymour V. Conner, ed.. Builders of the Southwest (Lubbock: Southwest
Collection, 1959}, pp. 2^1.
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Science:

Language
English:
History:

Algebra--Wentworth's First Steps, New
School, Complete
Geometry--Plane and Solid
Trigonometry--Plane and Spherical
Psysiology
Psysiography
Physics
Botany
Zoology
Chemistry
Agriculture
Latin
Spanish
German
English Grammar
Rhetoric & Composition
English & American Literature
U. S.
Ancient
Medieval
Modern
Mythology
English,
Civics34

This curriculum reflects the dominance of the traditional
subjects which was so prevalent throughout the nation.

But

the currents of change which were moving across the national
field of education were being felt in Lubbock.
ent Dupre,

Superintend-

influenced by the national trends in education,

thought that some change in this heavily traditional curriculum v/as needed.

He decided to introduce manual train-

ing and domestic science into the schools.

Though only a

part-time teacher was employed in each subject, and a minimum of equipment v/as purchased,

the Lubbock schools were

34Lubbock Avalanche, August 22, 1912.
35Witt, The History of Education in Lubbock County,
p. 67.
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making an attempt to meet the changing needs of the community and their students.

This willingness to adapt is

shown also by the suggestion made in November of 1912 that
an agriculture department be added.^

This suggestion was

later adopted.
Advances in the curriculum were not limited to the
secondary schools.

As early as I9II there were separate

music and elocution teachers for the primary grades, thus
either improving, or in some cases introducing, instruction
in these subjects.37
Though these changes in the curriculum indicate a
progressiveness on the part of the school administration,
efforts of the schools to maintain discipline seem to have
been in a more traditional mold.

The school regulations pub-

lished in August, 1912, for the following school year stated
that the teachers were to maintain "strict order and discipline."

Each teacher v/ould "exercise a vigilant care over

the general conduct and morals of his pupils."

If these

efforts to ensure righteousness failed, corporal punishment
V/ould be administered with "a flexible instrument."-^
At the middle of the decade, the schools seemed to
be a mixture of the conservative and the progressive.

36Lubbock Avalanche, November 21, I912.
^'^Ibid., July 27, 1911.

38Ibid., August 22, 1912.

The
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beginnings of a rather progressive curriculum we^re combined
with conservative classroom discipline.

A fine physical

plant was being maintained by a system facing serious financial problems.

But the evaluation of the system by Dr.

Fletcher of the University of Texas indicated that the system was functioning satisfactorily.

However, the schools

of Lubbock, as well as the schools of the nation, were soon
to be faced with a severe challenge.
The entry of the United States into World V^ar I
brought a number of shocks to the educational system, and
resulted in a number of changes.

The most obvious and dra-

matic change, and one of the most regrettable, was the very
rapid elimination of German from the public secondary school
curriculum.
time.

GerTnan had been growing in popularity up to this

By 1914-15, 24 percent of secondary school students

were taking German, and it probably would have overtaken
Latin in enrollment by 1921-22.

But the wave of hysteria

which swept through the country demanded that this dangerously alien language be removed from the curriculum.

By

1922 less than 1 percent of secondary students were taking
German.

39
The war also stimulated the reorganization of sub-

jects along practical lines and provided a favorable mood

^^Latimer. What's Happened to Our High Schools?,
pp. 26-27.
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for the expansion of those subjects already thought to be
practical.

There was a call for English composition to be

taught along more practical and patriotic lines, with more
composition subjects assigned which dealt with the v/ar, or
40
with aspects of war work.
The subject area which received the greatest pressure for change was social studies.

President Wilson himself

called on the schools to "increase materially the time and
attention devoted to instruction bearing directly on the prob41
lems of community and national life."
Several changes in the social studies curriculum v/ere
desired by its critics.

Many of the critics wanted a kind of

overlay of patriotism inserted into the teaching of social
studies.

Usually what they had in mind was the incorporation

of patriotic speeches, flag ceremonies, patriotic singing,
42
and patriotic plays and pageants.

Other critics thought

that the practical citizenship learned in such activities as
the Junior Red Cross, the war work of the Y.M.C.A., and the
War Bond campaigns taught a practical and useful kind of
citizenship, and that the schools should attempt to continue
activities of this nature.

In some areas there was an in-

creased interest in the teaching of current events as a means
Krug, The Shaping of the American High School, p
410.
^^Quoted in Ibid.
Good, A History of American Education, p. 503.
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4^

to aiding citizenship. -* The increased interest in the
social studies caused by the war did promote a rise In en-
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rollment in the years following the war,
but the criticism brought on by the war would cause changes in the social
studies curriculum in the decade ahead.
The war brought an increased interest in military
affairs, and some of the critics of the schools thought it
should be the task of the schools to provide students with
some form of military training.

Closely coupled with this

movement was a call for increased physical education in
schools.

Both these criticisms v/ere brought on to a large

degree by the failure of large numbers of young men to pass
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the physical examinations for military service.
A committee of prominent educators, including John Dewey, was
formed to promote the teaching of physical education. The
movement had some degree of success during the v/ar and continued to influence the schools even after the war ended.

46

Perhaps the greatest change brought by the war was
in the relationship of the schools to the community.

^Krug, The Shaping of the American High School,
p. 419.
Latimer, Vfhat's Happened to Our High Schools?,
p. 27.
^Krug, The Shaping of the American High School,
p. 412.
^^Ibid., p. 413.
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Educators came increasingly to realize that the schools
could be a potent social force, helping to re-design and
re-shape American society.

The opportunities for teaching

current events and citizenship had revealed that the schools
could be a force for change and betterment in the community.
Many educators thought that the war had revealed that many
of the subjects had lost much of their relevance to the
modern world and should be either abandoned or modified in
such a manner that the schools would be more in touch with
the needs of the community and the world.

The strongest

single demand, however, was that the schools refrain from
regressing into the pre-war ivory tower of academic isola-
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tion.

The stirrings of change being felt throughout the
nation were also being felt in Lubbock.
challenges and strains to Lubbock.

World War I brought

The nev/spaper carried

stories of proposals for gasoline rationing, and customers
were asked not to return merchandise.

There was a story of

a man imprisoned for interfering v/ith the sale of war
stamps, and the Espionage Act v/as printed in full.
bought $191,850 in Liberty Bonds.

Lubbock

Poems in the paper also

revealed patriotic sentiment, "To Kaiser Bill" appearing on
October 3, I918, and "A Twentieth Century Paul Revere" on

47
Krug, The Shaping of the American High School,

pp. 4l3-4l4.
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September 15, I918.
The schools reflected the community's concern with
the war.

An enlistment office was set up in Central Ward

School, and young men enlisted on the school grounds, were
given wooden rifles, drilled, and organized into an army
company.

This direct form of military participation was

only one phase of the schools* involvement in the war effort.
Superintendent Dupre promised an all-out war effort
50
on the part of the schools.*^
The domestic science classwas put to sewing for the Red Cross, while the manual training class made splints.

Dupre

and the high school prin-

cipal, G. N. Atkinson, aided the eighteen year-old boys in
getting into war schools.

In the front hall of the high

school there hung a series of war maps, and the battle lines,
51
fashioned of thiimb tacks, were moved daily.
One of the most evident effects of the war was the
depleting of both the faculty and the student body.
of the Lubbock teachers joined the army.

Several

Some indication

of the number of students absent from the schools due to

Lubbock Avalanche, September Sy September 15,
October 13, October 24, 1910.
°Mrs. Grace Hurd, taped interview, July I6, 1958,
Southwest Collection, Texas Technological College; Herbert
F. Stubbs, taped interview, June 8, 1958, SWC, TTC.
^Lubbock Avalanche, September 5> 1918.
^^Ibid., September 19, November 28, I918.
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service in the army is given by a memorial service held by
the junior class in October, I918, honoring the twenty-five
members of their class who were either in training or in
52
Prance.
The war also resulted in a decrease in the number
of graduates.

In I917-I8, twenty students graduated.

But

for the next two years the number of graduates was only
eighteen, probably because so many Lubbock boys were still
in the service, or just returning to complete their high
school work.

In 1920-21 the number of graduates more than

doubled, jumping to forty-two.
The war drained av/ay many of the men teachers in the
nation, the state, and Lubbock.

In the nation 85 percent of

the teachers v/ere women in 1920, primarily because so many
54
men had gone into the service in the preceding years.
55
Texas in 1919 lost 34 percent of its male teachers.
A study of the newspapers and school records during
this time leaves the impression that almost all school work
was subordinated to the v/ar effort.

The absence of some of

the faculty and a good many of the students in the upper
grades undoubtedly had a regressive effect on the academic

Lubbock Avalanche, October 3^ 1918.
^^Atkinson, "Lubbock Schools Show Marvelous Growth."
Butts, A Cultural History of Education, p. 633.
-^Lubbock Avalanche, August 21, I919.
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work of the school.

And just as the clouds of war seemed

to be lifting, a new difficulty struck the schools.
In the fall of I918 the influenza epidemic hit Lubbock, soon becoming so serious that schools were closed for
56
two weeks.
In December the scheduled teachers* institute
was postponed, then abandoned due to the flu.
The last months of I918 seemed to have been an especially difficult time for the schools, but early I919 saw
a resurgence in the schools.

In January a drive was begun

to raise $400 for the library, and Dupre

announced that the

high school was seeking full affiliation with the University
of Texas.

New units, or credits, were being sought in

English, Latin, Spanish, manual training, and domestic
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science.

Late in January it was announced that a new dark

room, projection lantern, and numerous slides had been acquired for use by the schools.59
The year 1919 found the Lubbock schools recovered
from the difficulties of the previous year.

The faculty

shortage had been solved, v/ith every teacher in the schools
having a "first" certificate.

All the high school teachers

56
Lubbock Avalanche, October 17, I918.
^ Ibid., December 5, December 12, December 26, I918.
^ Ibid., January I6, I919.
^^Ibid., January 30, 1919-
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but two were university graduates.

The curriculum for the

high school not only featured the "traditional" subjects,
but domestic science and manual training, and there were
plans for adding a commercial course which would include
61
typewriting and bookkeeping.
Lubbock»s physical facilities continued to be one
of the strong points of the school system.

The high school

building had a physics and chemistry lab, a 500 seat auditorium, a manual training room filled with modern equipment,
and a domestic science room with facilities for cooking and
sewing.

There were two elementary schools, with the newer

one, the George M. Hunt School, being a two-story modern
62
brick building with nineteen rooms.
The decade from I9IO to I920 had seen the Lubbock
schools come of age.

Excellent physical facilities had been

created in the form of two new modern brick buildings which
were admirably equipped.

The curriculum, though still

heavily weighted in favor of the traditional subjects, was
being revised in light of the needs of the growing community.
The decade had not seen uninterrupted progress, but rather
the resurgence of the school system after a period of

Lubbock Avalanche, November 6, 1919.
^-^Ibid., November 6, I919.
^^Ibid.
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difficulty and arrested growth.

The next decade would again

see the schools enjoy prosperity, then struggle with adversity.

CHAPTER III
THE 1920'S
By 1920 the war, and the problems caused by war,
were only memories.

The Lubbock schools had already begun

their recovery, and the next decade promised to be a period
of renewed success.

But the schools were to once again

struggle with problems during this decade, for new and more
pressing demands were being made on the schools of Lubbock
and the nation.
The years immediately following World War I were a
period of re-evaluation and re-examination for the public
schools of the nation.

Educators began to feel that theirs

was a responsibility for creating a more truly democratic
order.

The rise of Bolshevism and Fascism in Europe and

the receding tide of idealism in the U. S. presented challenges to the schools.

But even more immediate tasks were

facing the schools, for the war had revealed a shocking
amount of illiteracy among potential draftees.

In addition,

many of the men v/ho served in the armed forces were found
to have low I.Q.'s.

The statistics on illiteracy and the

disclosure of low I.Q.'s caused many American educators to
question v/hether the national educational system should be
left to chance.

There were proposals for a federal school

system, a Secretary'- of Education in the Cabinet, and a huge
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government expenditure to wipe out illiteracy.^

Educators

believed the concept of true democracy was threatened by
the presence in our society of these undereducated groups.
The twenties were to be a period in which educators set out
to solve the problems which the war had created or revealed.

Their efforts at solution seemed to flow into two

broad channels of educational effort, an imitation of the
methods of business and a movement for reform called the
progressive movement.
Public education in the 1920's emulated much of
American society in its high regard for the business community.

Some educational leaders, noting that business

seemed to be achieving a high degree of success in reaching its goals, felt that perhaps the educational system
could best solve the numerous problems facing it by modeling itself after the business community.

Public education

began to re-organize along more "business-like" lines.
School boards were re-organized.

Numerous curriculum

studies were undertaken, with the goal of producing a
standardized curriculum, which would be more efficient.
There was a strong effort to provide useful skills In the
schools, with business and vocational subjects being increasingly introduced into the schools.

Where there were

-^Brubacher, A History of the Problems of Education,

pp. 65-66.
^Curti, Social Ideas of American Educators, pp. 542-

544.
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already some courses, the offerings were increased.^

The

schools seemed to be meeting the needs, or at least the
wishes, of the American community, for enrollment in these
"useful" courses grew very rapidly.

The enrollment in

courses which could be labeled as business education almost quadrupled between 1910 and 1922, rising from 11 per
cent to 42.1 per cent.

During the same period enrollment

in vocational education rose from 8.6 per cent to 13.7 per
cent.

By 1922 some 13.I per cent of all students were en-

rolled in a course in typewHting, 12.6 per cent were taking commercial or business law, and nearly 9 per cent were
taking shorthand.

Some 10.5 per cent were enrolled in some

form of industrial arts or manual training.
Educators left little doubt that they were often
consciously attempting to ally themselves with the business
world.

A pamphlet published by the N.E.A. declared that

"the free public school and American business are partners,
each supplementing and strengthening the other."

Later the

pamphlet states, "Setting aside all the important cultural,
civic, and social values of education, the schools can
5
easily justify themselves in their contribution to business."

^Latimer, What's Happened to Our High Schools?,
p. 37.
^Ibid.
5
Curti, Social Ideas of American Educators, p. 563.
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Even those educators who did not deliberately seek to minister to the needs of the business community often indirectly did so by copying the methods of business and promoting business' conservative social philosophy.^
But Americsin education was not totally dominated
by educators seeking to serve, either directly or indirectly,
the business interests.
form was arising.7

Another strain of educational re-

The philosophical, and sometimes the

practical, leader of this new strain was John Dewey.

It

was not the function of the schools, Dewey maintained,
either to serve the immediate utilitarian needs of society,
or to perpetuate the social structure in which the schools
operated.

It should be the function of the schools, rather,

to promote the mental and social growth of the child.

Each

subject in the curriculum should be examined to determine
whether it served to promote the growth of the child, not
whether it served a need of the business community.

The

growth of the child was almost an end in itself, with the
goal

of education being to produce mature citizens and

individuals.

These citizens could then decide for them-

selves what goals to pursue in their private lives and

^Ibid.
"^The best single history of the progressive movement in education is Lawrence A. Cremin, The Transformation
of the School; Progressiveism in American Education, iS'fbr
1957. (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, I96I.)
^Curti, Social Ideas of American Educators, pp. 518527.
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within the social order.^
This new conception of the role of the school had
been given a kind of official sanction by the N.E.A.»s
Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education.
In its report in 1918 this commission had formulated a set
of goals for American schools which it titled Cardinal
Principles of Secondary Education.

It has been said that

"probably no publication in the history of education ever
surpassed this little five cent, thirty-tv/o page booklet in
importance"9

The pamphlet was printed and distributed by

the United States Department of Education, and had a strong
impact on teacher-training institutions.

In this report

the Commission stated that it regarded the main objectives
of education as being Health, Command of fundamental processes. Worthy home-membership. Vocation, Citizenship, Worthy
use of leisure, and Ethical character.^
This report, with its widespread influence, is one
of the mileposts which mark the beginnings of the progressive movement in education.

Another milepost was the found-

ing, in 1918, of the Progressive Education Association.

The

o
Curti, Social Ideas of American Educators, pp.
518-527.
^Richard Hofstader, Anti-intellectualism in American
Life, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 19b4j, p. 334.
•^National Education Association, Cardinal Principles
of Secondary Education, A Report by the Commission on the
Reorganization of Secondary Education (V/ashington: National
Education Association, I918).
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goals of the progressive movement in education were stated
in the magazine Progressive Education in its first issue,
published in April of 1924.

The first topic listed by the

magazine was "freedom to develop naturally," which meant
that artifical restraints should not prevent a student from
developing in whatever pattern seemed natural to him.
principles were also listed.

Other

The motive of all work should

be student interest, and the teacher should draw from all
sources, not Just from books.

The school was to be a labo-

ratory where each child could grow and develop along the
lines of his own interest, finally achieving a maturity unhampered by traditional restraints and without traditional
views being imposed upon him.**'"^
One of the new methods developed by progressive
educators was the use of "projects, units, or contracts."
A student, or group of students, was given a problem or an
amount of work to do.

The student, or the group, was left

alone to work on the solution to his problem.

He was ex-

pected to use all the resources of the classroom and the
12
school, with the teacher serving merely as his guide.
As
will be noted, this method was adopted by the Lubbock
schools in the latter part of this decade.

^-^Good, A History of American Education, pp. 391393.
^^Butts, A Cultural History of Education, p. 644.
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The progressive movement in education has probably
been the most potent single force for educational reform
in the twentieth century.

Its desire to re-organize the

curriculum so that the subject matter would be more appealing to the child, its insistence that children*s growth did
not have to be channeled into narrowly traditional forms,
and its rejection of the school»s role as a perpetuator of
the existing social order have had an impact upon education
that was felt even in the public schools of Lubbock.
The Lubbock public schools during the 1920's were to
offer an almost mirror-like reflection of society in both
Lubbock and the nation.

A short period of financial crisis,

continued rapid growth, continued adaptation to a changing
society, a definite strong influence of the business community, the strong influence of the progressive movement in
education, a troublesome growth of the Ku Klux Klan—all
these problems

the Lubbock public schools shared with (

the nation.
In April, 1920, Mrs. R. L. Ragsdale, the State
Supervisor of Public Schools, visited the Lubbock public
schools for a week.

Her report and recommendations to the

school board provide an excellent means of obtaining a picture of the strengths and weaknesses of the schools at the
opening of the decade.
eight recommendations:

Mrs. Ragsdale's report contained
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1.

that the schools purchase $500 worth of science
apparatus,

2.

that running water and sinks be put in the
domestic science lab,

3.

that running water, tables, and cabinets be
put in the science lab,

4.

that up-to-date history maps and a physiology
chart be purchased,

5.

that source books in ancient history (at least
one for every three pupils) be purchased,

6.

that the library be made of easy access to
pupils at all hours,

7.

that a number of new units be accredited if
the state examiners agreed:
English—4th unit
Latin--4th unit
Domestic art—2 units
Domestic science—2 units
Manual training—4 units
Chemistry—1 unit
Physiology—4 unit
Physiography—^ unit

8.

"that this community be commended on the harmonious spirit and the capable work characterizing its school"^3

Mrs. Ragsdale's report indicates that the schools
were having difficulty providing the physical equipment
necessary for the expanding curriculum, especially in the
vocational courses.

But these courses had been successful

enough to achieve accreditation by the state.

There also

seemed to be a continuing interest in the "traditional"
curriculum, as shown by the new accreditation of chemistry.

•^%oard minutes. May 10, 1920.
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fourth year Latin, physiology, physiography, and the fourth
unit of English.

With these new units, the curriculum of

Lubbock High School in 1920 was made up of:
English--4 units
Mathematics—4 units
History--4 units
Science—4 units
Spanish or Latin--4 units
Manual training--4 units
Domestic art or Domestic science—2 units each.^^
The curriculum continued to expand throughout the
1920's to meet the needs of the community.

In April, 1921,

the board approved the addition to the curriculum of courses
in agriculture and animal husbandry.^^

Change in the cur-

riculum became even more rapid later in the decade under
a new administration.
The changing nature of Lubbock, and the adaptation
of the curriculum to the changing needs of the community is
shown by the fate of the agriculture department.

By 1925

the school board believed that the community no longer needed
agriculture taught in the schools, and on December 15, 1925>
a motion to discontinue the agriculture department was

•'•^"Thirty Years of Growth," an undated /G195O7
pamphlet, published by Lubbock Public Schools.
15
Board minutes, April 27, 1921.
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carried unanimously.

At this same meeting there arose the

question of adding a business department to the high school.
Though the question was not voted on, it was "favorably
received. "^^

In March of the next year the board decided
17
to add a business department to the course of study.

This change represents a pivotal point in the history of
the curriculum of the Lubbock public schools.

The curricu-

lum had revealed a responsiveness to the needs of the community, a community which was itself in a period of change.
The years from 1925-1934 were to be years in which
the curriculum of the Lubbock schools underwent a greater
change than at any other period during their history.

To

facilitate understanding of the changes, a detailed look
at the 1925 curriculum is necessary.

Below are listed the

curriculum and the goals of the school, as taken from a
18
pamphlet prepared for students and parents.
It is our aim
1.

To inculcate in every student in Lubbock
High School habits of honesty and industry.

2.

To teach every student to use the English
language effectively in speaking and writing.

3.

To teach every student to write a legible
hand, to spell correctly the words he used
in writing, and to make the computations
necessary in business.

Board minutes, December 15, 1925.
•^'^Ibid., March 2, I926.
-^"The Lubbock High School; The Course of Study,
Rules, an:i Regulations; A Preliminary Statement, 1925.
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4.

To teach every student the duties of
citizenship, and to think more of it«
duties than of its rights.

5.

To help every student to select his lifework as early as possible and to shape
his course of study to prepare him for it

6.

To teach every student to reverence God,
to honor His Word, and to feel the importance of obeying its precepts.

7.

To teach every student to reverence
home, father and mother, and to have
proper respect for those in authority.

8.

To teach every student that there is
no success withput effort, that work
is honorable and he that would be
great must be the servant of all^
Course of Study

Freshman Year:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Grammar and Composition—Written and
Spoken English Book I (1).
Algebra—Wentworth's New School Algebra
to page 173 (1).
Ancient History—Webster's Early
European History (1).
Beginner's Latin—Smith's Latin Lessons (1).
First Year Spanish (1).
Physiography—Tarr's New Physicial /siCj_7
Geography (1-2).
Physiology and Hygiene—Conn and Budington's
Advanced Physiology and Hygiene (1-2).
General Science (1).
Music (1-4).
Expression (1-4).

Sophomore Year:
1.

Composition and Rhetoric--V7ritten and
Spoken English Book I (1).
2. Advanced Algebra-- Went v;or th' s New School
Algebra from page 174 (1).
3. Second Year Spanish (1).
4. Caesar--Bennett's Caesar (1).
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5. Biology--Gruenberg's Civic Biology (1).
6. Modern Europe--Webster's Modern
European History (1).
7. Plant Production (1 1-2).
8. Manual Training and Mechanical
Drawing (1).
9. Commercial Arithmetic (1-2).
10. First Year Home Economics with
parallel courses (2).
11. Music (1-4).
12. Expression (1-4).
Junior Year:
1. Rhetoric and American Literature—
Written and Spoken English Book II
and Payne's History of American
Literature (1).
2. Plane Geometry-r-Wentworth-Smith's
Plane Geometry (1).
3. Civics--Ashley's New Civics (1-2).
4. Economics—Splawn and Blzzell's
Introduction to Economics (1-2).
5. Cicero—Bennett's Cicero (1).
6. Third Year Spanish ^1).
7. Physics—Carhart ana Chute's First
Principles of Physics (1).
8. Second Year Home Economics with
parallel courses (2).
9. Second Year Manual Training and
Mechanical Drawing (1).
10. Advanced Arithmetic (1-2).
11. Animal Husbandry (1 1-2).
12. Music (1-4).
13. Expression (1-4).
Senior Year:
1. Rhetoric and English Literature-Written and Spoken English Book II
and Long's History of English
Literature (1).
2. Solid Geometry--Wentworth-Smith's
Solid Geometry (1-2).
3. Plane Trigonometry--Vfentworth-Smith's
Plane Trigonometry (1-2).
4. American History—Latane's History of
the United States (1).
5. Virgil--Bennett's Virgil (1).
6. Fourth Year Spanish (1).
7. Cheraistry--Brownlee's First Principles
of Chemistry (1).
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8.
9.
10.
11.

Third Year Manual Training and Mechanical
Drawing (1).
Bookkeeping (1).
Music (14).
Expression (1-4).

Though the curriculum had been changing, the rate
of change was accelerated after 1925, when a change of
school administration, under sorrowful circumstances, occurred.

In early 1925 Lubbock education lost one of its

true pioneers.

On February 25, 1925, M. M. Dupre,

super-

intendent of the Lubbock public schools since 19l4, died."^^
Dupree had served during years when rapid growth and change
had been necessary, and his ability to provide not only for
physical growth, but also for Internal change, had provided
Lubbock with a sound school system.
The school board appointed the principal of the
20
high school, G. N. Atkinson, as acting superintendent.
By March they had located a man of excellent qualifications
to serve as superintendent.

M. H. Duncan had better academic

credentials than any other Lubbock superintendent.
an A. B. from Baylor and an M. A. from Yale.

He held

He had spent

a year doing graduate work at the University of Chicago,
and it was probably there that Duncan becajne acquainted with
the most progressive ideas in education, for he was in attendance during the time the influence of John Dewey, who

•*• ^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, February 25, 1925.
20lbid.
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was on the University of Chicago faculty, was steadily increasing.

Duncan went from the University of Chicago to

Yale, where he taught for a year.

After spending fourteen

years as superintendent at Amarillo, Duncan had moved to
Lander, Wyoming, where he had been superintendent for the
two years preceding his appointment in Lubbock.^•'"
Duncan came to Lubbock deeply committed to the progressive ideology.

His educational philosophy is revealed

in his remarks before teachers' meetings, in his articles
in the paper and in professional journals, and in the reforms and innovations which he brought to Lubbock.

However

his philosophy was revealed, it always stressed progressive
principles.
Speaking before a faculty meeting, Duncan emphasized,
"The big aim has to be put over by the individual teacher-that of vitalizing their teaching--so the pupil can get a
concept. . . . Unless the general knowledge can be vital22
ized or used, to stimulate it is useless."
In this same
speech, Duncan discussed the Cardinal Principles which the
N.E.A. had published in I918, attempting to bring to the
schools of Lubbock the progressive ideology which was spreading through the nation.

^•^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, March 22, 1925; Board
minutes, March '^1, i^^i?.
^^Lubbock Daily Journal^ January 30^ 1927-
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Education, according to Duncan, was the biggest
task in the world.

In an address to the Rotary club, he

discussed the changing nature of education.

". . . i n the

past it (education) has been entirely too bookish.

Educa-

tors have come to see the errors of the past and today the
trend is along practical lines.

The real purpose of edu-

cation is to remove difficulties from the path of living
sind the only way to learn things is by doing. " ^
Duncan stressed the theme of learning by doing in
a series of articles in the Sunday Avalanche-Journal in
late 1928.

"The universal law of learning," said Duncan,

"is that we learn by doing, . . .

It is by living the

fullest life as a child that he best prepares himself for
oil

adult life."
Duncan's educational philosophy is exemplified in this quote from one of the articles:
We have made the child the center of gravity
in the school Instead of the book or even the
subject, and we regard the subject as mere
means to an end of helping the child to remove the difficulties in the way of his living—in the way of his being one hundred per
cent effective in the aims named before.
The subject is only a tool, a means to an
end, which the child uses to clear up difficulties in the way of his health, his citizenship, his home membership, his study, his
leisure time experiences, his use of the

^^Ibid., November 9> 1927.
^Sunday Avalanche Journal, January 27, 1929•
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mother tongue, his vocational effectiveness,
and his being the best character it is possible for him to be.
he.O
Duncan was not content merely to talk and write
about his educational philosophy, but set about to implement his ideas.

In his first year as superintendent, he

held a series of classes for teachers, using as his text
26
The Learner and His Attitude.

Every other Saturday morn-

ing the entire faculty of the Lubbock schools met in the
high school auditorium, sitting in assigned seats so the
roll could be easily checked.

They were lectured by Dun-

can on some phase of educational philosophy or method, then
some of the teachers presented assigned reports.

Duncan

would often lead in the questioning of the teachers who re27
ported, then would assign reading for the next meeting.
These meetings were continued at least through the first
28
three years of Duncan's superintendency.
In February of 1929 Duncan decided that the schools
should begin to use the group study method.

In this

^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, September 8, 1928.
^ Simday Avalanche Journal, January 27, 1929^"^Miss Dorothy Lomax to Lynn Musslewhite, interview,
February 19, I969; E. C. Struggs to Lynn Musslewhite, taped
interview in SWC, TTC, March l4, I969.
^^Sunday Avalanche Journal, January 27, 1929;
Lomax interview; struggs interview.
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educational technique, the teacher would divide the students
into groups of roughly equal ability, then assign each group
a problem or series of problems for it to solve.

The group

would then assign specific parts of the problem to its
members, who would begin to seek for a solution to the
problem.

The students would locate Information, make notes

and outlines, then present their findings to the group,
which would ultimately reach some solution to the problem.
Though the decision to use this method was made in
February of 1929> it was not put into effect until September.

The teachers spent their Saturday faculty meetings

during the spring discussing the plan, and studying Mc29
Quire's Group Study Plan. ^ When the plan was implemented
in the fall, Duncan attempted to explain the method to the
community in a series of newspaper articles.-*
Though Duncan had made efforts to explain this new
method and persuade the teachers and the community that it
was a desirable advance, there remained some opposition to
his efforts.

There was some unhappiness with the method

among the teachers, and some felt that it was not too suc"^1
cessful.-'

^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, February 5, 19293Qsunday Avalanche Journal and Lubbock Morning
Avalanche, December, 19'd9.
31Lomax interview.
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Two of the teachers who supported Duncan's efforts
to reform teaching techniques were Mrs. J. K. Wester and
Mrs. M. M. Dupre, both of whom were wives of former Lubbock
school superintendents.

Mrs. Wester, whose husband had

been the first Lubbock superintendent, had taught for
twenty years by 1931> and felt that the new methods were
the best she had ever used.

"Present day methods allow a

child to develop talents more than the formal methods that
were used for so long."*^

Mrs. Dupre agreed that the new

methods were an improvement.

"I find that the teacher does

less work in the foreground now and the pupils more, yet I
am satisfied that this is the better way."^3

Though Dun-

can's new methods were causing some discontent, their endorsement by two of Lubbock's veteran teachers indicates
that there was support in the schools for Duncan's innovations.
The group study method was not Duncan's only innovation.

In September of 1925 a new method of teaching

reading, the Bacon method, which involved the use of phonics,
was adopted.

The school board bought the necessary phonic

and reading charts, convinced that this new method would
provide the students with a better basis for their subsequent work, ^

It v/as also decided, in July of 1925^ that

3^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, September 20, 1931.
33ibid.
3^Ibid., September 20, 1925.
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a kindergarten should be added to the public school system.35
Early the next year the board, acting on advice from Duncan,
passed a motion "that music be introduced into the regular
course of study and that a Supervisor for the work be hired,
regular teachers doing the other work in connection there-

with."36
Numerous changes were also being made in the high
school curriculum.

A new course in Journalism was added,

with the students receiving practical experience by submitting articles to the Avalanche.

The students who did
37
satisfactory work could receive credit at high school.

Now advanced arithmetic, commercial arithmetic, stenography,
typewriting, bookkeeping, sociology, and the history of
England were offered.

38

A glance at this list of courses

quickly reveals the direction the "new curriculiim" was
taking.

The courses were designed to answer the needs of

a city with a business rather than an agricultural economy.
*

Also the courses were vocational or commercial rather than
traditionally academic.

During the 1920»s the schools were

not only changing internally, but also growing rapidly.
35
Board minutes, July 3, 1925.
^ Ibid., March 2, I926.
Lomax interview.
Lubbock Morning Avalanche, February I6, I926;

38Ibid., March 31, 1926.
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The one feature which characterized the public
schools of Lubbock during the 1920's more than any other
was growth, with the problems which growth brought. Enrollment rose rapidly, and it was difficult throughout the
decade to keep facilities and faculty adequate to meet the
needs of the community.

The efforts of the school board

€Lnd of the community to meet these ever-increasing needs
form one of the most significant stories of the 1920's.
The year 1920 was a difficult year for the schools
in Lubbock and the surrounding areas, especially with regard to securing adequate faculty.

Some of the counties

surrounding Lubbock were several teachers short, or were
forced to hire teachers less qualified than those they had
hired in the past. It is not difficult to discern the reason for this shortage when it is remembered that the teachers
were receiving less in annual wages than some laborers re3Q
ceived in monthly wages.-*^

The Lubbock schools were undergoing a period of
financial stress during the opening years of this decade.
Local taxes were needed in the amount of about $40,000,
with the state per capita apportionment to provide an ad40
ditional $17,000.
But the school tax structure had been
lagging behind the need, and the schools began to suffer.

3^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, May 13, 1920.

ko
Board minutes, July 13, 192O.
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alley were in such severe straits in 1921 that in March they
were forced to reduce the monthly salary of their teachers
by $10.00,

and the contracts which were given for the

next year stated that teachers were hired "to teach in the
Lubbock schools for nine consecutive months or that portion
of nine months as the available funds of the Lubbock Inde,.ho

pendent School District will conduct such schools.
The board attempted in November, 1920, to allieviate
the problem by changing the tax structure. They raised the
valuation of all the real estate on the tax rolls by 655^,
and instructed the secretary of the board to correct all
the discrepancies in the I919 tax rolls. -^ By October of
1921 the local taxes amounted to $46,376.^5* and the schools
were on a much sounder financial footing.

But more finan-

cial difficulty was to occur the next year.
These financial difficulties occurred at a time when
the enrollment was rising rapidly. The enrollment in September of 1921 was 1361, a gain of 268 over the previous
year, and Superintendent Dupre was pleading for more buildings and teachers.^ He stated in November that thirty^^Ibld., April 12, I92I.
^^Ibid., June 17, 1921.
•^Ibld., November 15, 192O.
^Ibld., October 17, 1921.
^Lubbock Avalanche, September 8, 1921.
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eight was the lowest number of pupils in any room, with one

,_ ,

46

beleaguered teacher having fifty students.

Dupre was

Joined in his plea for a new high school building by the
Lubbock Avalanche.

There were frequent editorials in the

fall of 1921 calling for a new building to house the swell47
ing high school population. ' In the board meeting in
December, Dupre made a motion that a bond issue be put to
the people.

Hiis bond issue was to be for $125,000, for

the purpose of constructing a new high school and three
new ward buildings.

The motion carried, and the board was

so certain that the issue would be accepted by the voters
that a committee was appointed to search out a site for the

48 The committee consisted of Dr. J. T.

new high school.

Hutchinson, W. B. Atkins, Dr. C. M. Ballinger, Mrs. C. F.

49

Stubbs, and Professor M. M. Dupre.

The board was certainly correct in its assessment
of the Lubbock voters.

The bond issue passed on April 15,

1922, by a vote of 795 to 105.^

The committee responsible

for selecting a site chose Block 43, in the Overton Addition,

46
Ibid., November 15, 1921.
'^Ibid., November 11, 1921, and others.
^Board minutes, December 22, I92I.
^^Ibid., March 28, 1921.

I b i d . , A p r i l 15, 1922; Lubbock Avalanche, A p r i l I 8 ,
1922.
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paying approximately $8,500 for the land.^"^ Tne lot was
four blocks west of the old school, between l4th and 15th
Streets, one block south of the present Broadway Church of
Christ.
"Lubbock Schools Must Close"--this headline, which
appeared over an advertisement in the Lubbock Avalanche on
March l4, 1922, revealed that the Lubbock schools had other
problems than overcrowding in the high school. The "ad"
stated that the state had not paid a portion of its per
capita apportionment, thus placing the district once again
in a difficult financial position.

The board took steps to

alleviate the crisis by calling a special tax election in
May.

The board wished the authority to levy a maintenance
52
tax up to ninety cents per $100 valuation.
This v/ould

almost double the previous tax rate of about fifty cents
per $100. The tax increase was voted by a five to one
53
majority,
and the school year v/as completed.
But the financial difficulties of the schools were
still not over.

In September of 1922 the board decided

that it would be necessary to charge tuition in the coming
year.

The fees were set at $2.50 per year for the elemen-

tary school, $3.50 for grammar school, and $.50 for high

5^Board minutes. May 9, 1922.
^^Ibid., May 15, 1922.
^^Lubbock Avalanche, June 23, 1922.
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school.
Even with this new financial boost, it was necessary for some rooms to go on half-day sessions.^^ So the
board once again called a bond election.
In April of 1923 the board passed a motion calling
for an $80,000 bond election for the purpose of building a
new ward school and repairing the old school building.^
This proposal passed overwhelmingly, 238 to 18.*'
Enrollment continued to grow rapidly during the
first years of the 1920»s.

By January of 1924, Superin-

tendent Dupre reported that 2,535 were enrolled.
rollment by schools was:
High School

528

Junior high school

479

Hunt school

736

K. Carter school

540

Northwest ward

60

Southwest ward

17

East ward

23

Mexican school

31

Negro school

76

54Board minutes, September, 1922.
55ibid., January 4, 1923.
^^Ibid., April 18, 1923.
^'^Lubbock Avalanche, January 26, 1924.
^^Ibid., January 26, 1924.

The en-
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By April of 1924 the school census showed between 28OO and
3000 scholastics compared with the previous year's 2,ll6.
It was increasingly obvious that the physical facilities of the school were not adequate for this exploding
enrollment.

In May, 1924, the board ordered yet another

bond election, this one for bonds up to $125,000 to be used
to add to the high school.

The issue overwhelmingly passed
60
in the election held on the 21st of May, 16O to l4.
When Superintendent Duncan arrived in 1925, he quickly
encountered the Lubbock schools' greatest problem.

When

school began in September of 1925, the enrollment had risen
by another 6OO students, with a total of about 3,400 present.
There were fifty more students than there were desks in the
high school, and a plan was quickly devised to equip the gym
61
with desks.
Most of the teachers had over forty pupils in
their classes, and the enrollment in late September was continuing to rise by about 100 per week as students continued
62
coming into tovm from the adjoining farms and ranches.
Seven new teachers were hired on October 8, as the students
continued to pour in, but even with these additions, it was

^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, April 6, 1924.
^^Ibid., May 21, 1924; Board minutes. May 21, 1924,
Lubbock Morning Avalanche, September I3, 1925.
62
^^Ibid., September 20, I925.
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necessary for eight rooms to go on one-half day sessions.^3
Though the school board had already increased taxes by 10
cents per $100 in September,^^ it was rather quickly apparent that more physical facilities would be needed. In
December of 1925 yet another bond election was called; this
one for $170,000 in bonds to be used for additions to the
high school, two new elementary schools, and various improvements and repairs. The issue was approved by the voters by
306 to 14. ^
The money from the bond issue was used to add two
large study halls to the high school and to build two elementary schools, one in southwest Lubbock and one in northwest
Lubbock.

The school in the southv/est, located at Avenue T

and 20th Street, was named for M. M. Dupre, while the other
new school, in the 600 block of 3rd Street, was named for

66

Liff Sanders, a pioneer preacher in Lubbock.

The schools were visited in 1926 by Miss Margaret
Gotham, the state supervisor for high schools for the department of education. Miss Gotham made a comprehensive
study of the schools, and her report contained the following information:

°\bid., September 25, 1925.
6R

^Board minutes, December 5> 1925; Lubbock Morning
Avalanche, December 5> 1925.
66'Lubbock Daily Journal, May 19, I926.
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1.

Credit in fourth-year English and in advanced arithmetic should be given. (This
amounts to state accreditation for these
courses.)

2.

It is recommended that at least $3000 be
invested on library equipment. This is
needed to support the curriculum now offered.

3.

The school authorities and citizens of the
town are to be congratulated on the very
evident improvement made during the present
school year.

4.

Commendation is given the following indications of progress:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Additional building comprising twentynine classrooms has become available
this year.
The high school teaching force has
been increased from twenty-seven to
thirty-six teachers.
Additional room has been provided in
the elementary grades.
An elementary course of study has been
printed.
Regular meetings of all teachers are
held twice each month.
A music supervisor is now employed.
Teachers in all departments are doing
organized cooperative work.
Science equipment valued at $500 has
been added.
Plans have been formulated for the
erection of twenty-four additional
rooms besides two library study halls
to be ready for use next year. With
the completion of this building program 1300 additional students can be
cared for.^7

Miss Gotham's report indicates that the Lubbock
schools had indeed been making progress.

Though suffering

from severe financial difficulties and overcrowding, the

'Lubbock Morning Avalanche, March 23, I926.
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schools were advancing.
IJie enrollment for 1927-28 revealed that growth was
to continue to be the pattern. More than 3400 enrolled in
68
September,
and by May 232 students were in the graduating
class, 50 more than the previously largest class.

The 1928

class, according to the newspaper, was one of the largest
69
in the history of West Texas. ^
Itiough the spiraling enrollment figures represented
a challenge to the schools, effort was consistently made to
maintain adequate physical facilities.

During the summer

of 1928, a large amount of new equipment for the schools
was purchased, including books, maps, charts, lab equipment
for the home economics and manual training departments.
Central Ward and George M. Hunt schools were completely
renovated, "inside and out."
out at all the schools.

A number of trees were set

The P.T.A. at the K. Carter school /

was working on the Mexican school, thus relieving the school
70
board of the expense.
The fall of 1928 was to reveal, however, that more
than spot improvements were necessary if the schools were
to be adequate to their tasks.

By the end of the first

^^Sunday Avalanche Journal, September I8, 1927.
^9ibid., May 20, 1928.
7Qsunday Avalanche Journal, September 2, 1928.
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week of school, there were 4,069 pupils enrolled, forcing
one of the elementary schools, Dupre, to go on half-day
71
sessions.
Increasing enrollment during the next week
forced further adjustments.

The senior high school had to

use six rooms in the Junior high school building, forcing
the Junior high to use part of the Central Ward school, and
forcing more elementary classes to go on half-day sessions."^^
By September 23 there were 4,204 enrolled, the system was
73
employing l42 teachers,
and the rise in enrollment was
continuing*

When the enrollment neared 4,700 in January of

1929, it was obvious that the schools were almost in a
crisis condition.

Superintendent Duncan began a publicity

campaign to make the public aware of the need for new
schools.
In a newspaper article on January 6, Duncan stated
that enrollment had risen 1,000 in the last year.

Already

two ward schools were on half-day sessions, and it might
be necessary for the high school to go on half-day sessions
74
next year.
In another article a week later, Duncan asserted that half-day sessions for the high school seemed

'Lubbock Morning Avalanche, September 12, I928
^^Ibid., September l4, 1928.
'•^Sunday Avalanche Journal, September 23, 1928.
74
' Ibid., January 6, 1929.
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almost inevitable. He concluded his plea for additional
schools by stating, "Lubbock schools are her greatest asset.
We cannot afford to let them suffer from lack of room."^^
In the next issue of the Sunday paper, Duncan revealed his answer to the crowded conditions of the schools.
"I feel that the only adequate solution to the present problem of the congestion in the schools is a new senior high
school building to cost no less than $350,000 including the
equipment."

Duncan had no difficulty in Justifying this

expensive building, showing that if the present rate of
growth continued, the school would be filled in another
76
two years.
Duncan's newspaper campaign was not the only step
being taken toward the building of a new high school. A
contest was held in the schools, with students writing
themes on the subject, "Why Lubbock Needs a New High School."
The tv/o best essays were awarded prizes of $3.50 each, with
the money being provided by a local businessman. The essays
were reprinted in the Sunday paper and repeated most of
Duncan's arguments.77

'^^Ibid., January 13, 1929.
'^^Ibid., February 3> 1929''Sunday Avalanche Journal, February 24, 1929.
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The school board had been aware of the problem for
some time, and as early as September, I928, had appointed
78
a committee to locate' a site for a possible new high school.
In January of 1929 the board had appointed a citizens' committee of five persons to study the conditions for two months
79
and to report to the board on the needs of the schools.
Before this committee had finished its work, an official
report from another source made finding a solution to the
problems of the schools even more urgent.
In January the schools had been visited by a supervisor from the State Department of Education.

The gist of

her report was published in the Sunday Avalanche Journal on
February 3.

The supervisor. Miss Henderson, warned that

unless the school took immediate steps to meet its overcrowding problem, it could lose its accreditation from both
the state committee of education, and the Southern Association of Schools and Colleges.

Unless the state committee

received notification that bonds had been voted for additional classroom space, Lubbock's accreditation would be
reviewed the following June.

The report noted that though

Lubbock's grov/th had been unusual, there had been a

'Board minutes, September 11, I928.
'^^Board minutes, January
Avalanche, March 7, I929. Those
A. H. Leidigh, Mrs. W. B. Price,
R. D. Maxey, and Judge George R.

11, 1929j Lubbock Morning
on the committee were
Mrs. VJalter Jennings,
Bean.
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recommendations made for additional space two years before
when the state supervisor visited.

This report added an

element of urgency to'Lubbock's planning for a new high
school.
The following month the citizens* committee reported
to the school board following its two months* survey.

The

report began by commending the superintendent and all employees of the system for their general conduct, loyalty,
and familiarity with their work.
mendations were made.

Then a series of recom-

More money should be spent for main-

tenance, repairs, improvements, and lighting.

Perhaps a

gardener should be employed to aid in beautifying the
grounds.

Increased equipment was needed for vocational,

manual, and applied subjects, and there was a lack of physical education and physical training facilities.

The major

portion of the report dealt with the crowded conditions in
the schools.

The committee found that many rooms were over-

crowded by 20 to 25 per cent, and 10 of the grades were on
half-day sessions.

To alleviate the overcrowding, the com-

mittee made four recommendations:
1.

Rooms should be added to K. Carter and
Dupre schools.

2.

A separate building or unit within a
building for manual, vocational, and
applied science classes should be
added.

80Sunday Avalanche Journal, February 3^ 1929
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3.

A room should be added to Dunbar and
sanitation and water facilities should
be added at the Mexican school.

4.

The present high school should be
added to, and plans should be begun
for a new high school.o^

The school board had already begun to search for a
site for the new high school, and the two reports certainly
acted as a further stimulus.

In May a committee of school

board members and architects took a tour of schools in
Texas cities to study the construction of schools. From
the information gained on this tour, the board hoped to
Op

plan the best possible school to meet Lubbock's needs.
The climax of the planning for the new school came
in July.
July 9-

The board ordered a bond election to be held on
The bond issue, if approved, would be for $650,000,

the largest in the history of the Lubbock schools. The
money would be used not only for the new high school building, but also for the purchase of two sites for new ward
school buildings.

The planned high school would be located

between T and U Streets and between l8th and 19th Streets.
It would provide for 1,200 students, with additions possible
to provide for up to 1,800.

The three-story brick building

would have an auditorium which would seat 1,500 and a

°^Board minutes, March 5, 1929j Lubbock Morning
Avalanche, March 7, 192982
Lubbock Morning Avalanche, May 15, 1929.
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gymnaslvun which would seat 1,000.
On July 9, 1929, the citizens of Lubbock reacted
to the urgent needs of their schools by approving the issuance of the bonds by a margin of more than seven to one,

^ 84

497 to 09.

Lubbock would have its greatly needed new

high school, and yet einother large step forward was about
to be taken.
The Lubbock schools were in several ways typical of
the schools of the nation.

They reflected a strong busi-

ness influence during this decade, began to assume a more
aggressive role in the community, and began to struggle
with the problem of education for the Negro.

The experi-

ences of the schools in each of these areas will be examined in more detail.
One of the ways in which Lubbock seemed to reflect
the national experience in education was in the matter of
business influence on the schools.

Throughout this decade,

the businesses of Lubbock were active in school-related
activities, and the schools made evident their admiration
for the business community.

As Lubbock became a larger

community, and as business grew to have a larger role in
the community, the schools became more and more a reflector
of this increasing business influence.

^Sunday Avalanche Journal, July 7, 1929.
°\ubbock Morning Avalanche, July 10, 1929.
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An example of this school-business relationship is
seen in the activities of the Rotary Club in 1921.

When

the school was suffering from its severe financial crisis
in the fall, the Rotary Club bought 102 desks for the school
at $9*45 each."5

Probably there would not have been nearly

enough school funds to make this purchase.

Later that same

fall an arrangement was worked out whereby men from the
Rotary Club would speak in the school.

Men from various

businesses would give short talks in which each urged the
86
students to enter his line of business.
Other business
clubs were involved in the schools also, for in 1924 there
87
was evidently a series of Kiwanas* lunches at the schools. '
The businesses of Lubbock aided the schools in
other ways also.

In May of 1924 the work of the manual

training class was exhibited in the show windows of downtown stores.

The editor of the Lubbock Daily News felt

that such cooperative enterprises indicated a desirable
progress on the part of the schools.

"The Lubbock schools

have been put on a very practical basis by the superintendent, and such work accomplished by the students stands out
as evidence of the benefits to be derived from practical
88
management of these institutions."

Q^Lubbock Avalanche, July 28, 1921.
^^Ibid., November 15, 1921.
'^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, February 7, 1924
^^Lubbock Daily News, May 17, 1924.
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The schools of Lubbock were certainly in the national mainstream in allying themselves with business and
seeking to emulate business methods.

In 1926 the speaker

at the teachers* institute held in Lubbock was Dr. C. H.
Judd of the University of Chicago, giving the main address
entitled "Our Business."

"Dr. Judd presented modern methods

of educating children as compared with modern methods of
securing new and modern business."^

There could hardly

be a more forthright statement of the necessity for education to copy business methods.
The close relationship that existed in Lubbock between the business community and the schools was recognized
publicly by one of the board members, George M. Hunt. At
the graduation exercises in 1924, Mr. Hunt commended the
help extended the class members by the businessmen of
90
Lubbock.
The relationship was certainly not a one-way street,
for the schools also extended valuable services to the business community.

Mention has already been made of the ad-

dition to the curriculum of a business department in 1926.
This new department, with its emphasis on practical training in stenography, typev/riting, and bookkeeping certainly
aided Lubbock business by producing students well-trained

"Lubbock Morning Avalanche, September 9, I926.
^^Lubbock Daily News, May 24, 1924.
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in skills needed by business.
was even more direct.

Sometimes aid to business

In I926 it was announced that fire

prevention would be taught in all the schools.

The reason

given was not that it would aid the students in living
safer lives, but that the teaching of fire prevention would
aid a certain segment of the community.

The state fire

department had been promised that fire prevention would be
taught, and thus the fire insurance rates could be kept
lower.
One of the most significant decisions taken by the
schools during this period was the decision to enforce the
compulsory school law.

Although Texas had passed a com-

pulsory school law in 1915, the law had never been enforced
in Lubbock.

During the summer of I926, the board, evidently

acting under the persuasion of Superintendent Duncan, decided to hire a visiting teacher to serve as the agent to
enforce the law.

Duncan said of her role in the community,

"The visiting teacher will have the power of a truant officer, but her weapon will be moral suasion rather than force."
He envisioned her role as being "to take the place of a big
Q2
brother."
The first visiting teacher was Mrs. Ellis, ajid
she reported to each principal the results of her work with

9^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, January 6, I926
92ibid., June 11, I926.
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students who needed her attention.
The school also expanded its scope by moving into
the area of school health.

In April of 1926, a committee

of the P.T.A. had asked the school board to provide a
94
school nurse.^
Though this was not done immediately, the
board did create a committee on health regulations for the
schools.

When the committee made its report in September

of 1927, the board accepted the report and decided to hire
a school physician. Dr. L. P. Smith.^^

By May of 1929 the

health program was far enough advanced that it was decided
Q6

to hire a health supervisor for the schools,-^ and by October the school nurse was weighing and measuring all the
elementary school students. Each student had an individual
health card, and an effort was made to help correct the
07
worst cases of dietary deficiencies.^

Once again the in-

fluence of Superintendent Duncan can be seen. He seems to
have believed that the health program was a very important
part of the schools' activities.

"The motto for every

^•^Board minutes, June 8, 1926; taped interview with
Roscoe Bayless, a member of the school board at that time,
June 12, 1958, SWC, TTC.
^Lubbock Daily Journal, April 20, 1926.
°^Board minutes, September 9, 1927.
96sunday Avalanche Journal, May 5, 1929.
^'^Ibid.
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school should be health first, then learning."

"Red cor-

puscles are more important to the education of a child
98
than the learning of the three R's."
These statements
reveal Duncan's strong commitment to the school health
program, and he was undoubtedly one of the strong forces
promoting the program.
The adoption of these two new programs reveals
something of the changing nature of the role of the schools
in the community.

In accordance with the philosophy of the

progressive movement in education, the schools were moving
toward a more active role in community affairs.

The schools

seemed to be assuming some of the responsibility for creating a better community, not Just by teaching those children
who chose to come to school, but by actively seeking those
children who needed help, and by trying to raise the level
of health of their students.
For the first thirty years of the Lubbock schools'
history, there was no problem with Negro education in Lubbock because there were no Negroes to educate, at least not
officially.

The statistics v/hich appear in the State Bien-

nial Reports list no Negroes of scholastic age in Lubbock
99
until the year 1917-18, v/hen one was listed.
The first
attempts to provide schools for Lubbock's Negroes came in

9^Ibid., December 8, 1929.
^^Twenty-first State Biennial Report, 1919'
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1921, when the board offered to employ a teacher for a Negro
school if the Negro community would provide a building and
^ 100 _
^
grounds.

The community responded by making the Mt.

Gilead Church available for school purposes,

and the

board hired Ella lies, the first Negro teacher in Lubbock,
102
to conduct the school.
She was paid $720 for the year
1920-21] in that same year the average white elementary
school teacher in Lubbock made $990. ^
There is some question about Just when the first
Negro school was held, with the board minutes listing 192021, but Mr. lies remembering the first school as in the
104
fall of 1921.
Progress in Negro education in Lubbock seems to have
been rather slow, though it is difficult to gain a complete
picture due to lack of publicity about the Negro school*
In November of 1923 the board offered to buy a site for the
Negro school, and in March of the next year it was decided
to move half of the old frame school constructed in I909 to
105
Negro tovm to serve as the school there.
The old school

Board minutes, June 9, 1921.
101
Oscar M. lies to Robert Foster, interview,
March 24, 1969. Mr. lies was Ella lies' husband.
TOP

i S i 4 - > Board m i n u t e s , J u l y 1 3 , 1920.

10^
"^Board minutes, July 13, 1920.
104
Ibid.; lies interview.
-'•^^Board minutes, November 5, 1923; March 11, 1924.
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was moved, and the small, two-room frame building was named
Dunbar for the Negro poet Paul Laurence Dunbar.^

The

little school was located on 17th Street and Avenue B, and
it was crowded from the beginning.

A third room was added

in 1924, and it was badly needed, for the school by then
107
had an enrollment of 100.
There seems little doubt that efforts at Negro education in Lubbock met*with indifference, perhaps even with
some hostility.

In May of 1924 the board thought it neces-

sary to pass a resolution forbidding the Ku Klux Klan from
meeting in school buildings.

This group doubtless felt

little enthusiasm for the cause of Negro education.

The

attitude of most of the community is probably reflected in
two statements, one made by a school board member, one by
a committee representing the City Federation of Woman's
Clubs.

Mr, Roscoe Bayless, a member of the school board

during the 1920's, stated that one of the reasons that the
Lubbock schools made good progress during the early years
was that there were "very few niggers and no Mexicans" in
109
^
the community.
In May of 1926 a committee representing
1 o^
Struggs interview.
'^Tv/enty-third State Biennial Report, 1923.
•^^^Board minutes. May 17, 1924.
109
Roscoe Bayless, taped interview.
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the Woman's Clubs of the city made a sanitary Inspection
Of the schools.

They found that sanitary conditions at

the Negro school were poor.

Their statement about the

need for corrective action probably reflects community
attitudes about the Negroes.

"Regardless of whether or

not we want them the negroes /sic7 are in Lubbock and in
Lubbock to stay, and it is Lubbock's duty to take care of
the problem to the best of her ability."
During the 1920's some beginnings had been made
in Negro education, but these beginnings were very limited
and far from enthusiastic.

The inadequate Negro education

begun during this decade was to remain characteristic of
the Lubbock schools, and later decades were to reap a
bitter harvest from this legacy of inadequacy.
These years from 1910 to 1929 had been a time of
challenge for the Lubbock schools, but also a time of successful response to the challenges.

The schools had in-

corporated many of the reforms and advances advocated on
the national level.

There had been change in response to

the changing needs of the changing community.

But the most

characteristic feature of the schools had been their rapid,
almost explosive growth.

The difficulties presented by

this growth had on the whole been overcome.

The next dec-

ade was to present the schools with a severe challenge of
an entirely different sort.

^^^Lubbock Dally Journal3 May 17, I926.

CHAPTER IV

1929-1937

^

When school opened in the fall of I929, the schools
were once again crowded.

On opening day, 4225 students en-

rolled, and Duncan expected an Increase of 1000 students
over the previous year.

The crowded conditions forced

the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades to go on half-day
sessions, eind most rooms were filled to capacity.

The

Lubbock schools had often been crowded, though, and the
administration knew that the condition would be only temporary.

The community had voted in July the largest bond

issue, $650,000, ever passed in Lubbock, and plans for the
construction of new schools were under way.

Although faced

with a temporary difficulty, the schools seemed once again
on the threshold of a decade of growth and progress.

The

next decade was to bring instead the greatest crisis in
the history of the Lubbock schools.
The depression which began in October, 1929^ was
unparalleled in the severity of its effects on education.
Educational budgets v/ere suddenly slashed,
and many of the teachers were cut off without a
shilling. Such a means of economy in the schools

•^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, September 5, 1929
^Sunday Avalanche Journal, September 11, 1929
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had never before been resorted to by governing authorities, even in the many well-defined
economic depressions that the country had witnessed in the past century. The record, on
the other hand, seemed to show that in other
dark economic crises, plans for extending educational facilities had been made. . . . Appropriations to schools, colleges, and universities were greatly reduced, salaries of
teachers were drastically cut, annual increments in salaries were denied, the teaching
load and size of classes were increased, in
some cases school terms were shortened, programs for buildings were held up or abandoned
altogether, and many teachers were in their
schoolrooms without contracts.3
By 1933> according to a survey made by the National Survey
of School Finance, a third of the school children of the
country were receiving inadequate instruction, and the depression was endangering the instruction of millions of
4
others.
The Lubbock school board and administration quickly
received an indication of coming financial difficulties in
December of 1929.

The $650,000 in school bonds which had

recently been voted were put up for sale, but the bids were
so disappointing that the board refused all offers.

In

January the bonds were sold, but on less favorable terms
than had been hoped for.^

The delay in selling the bonds

%nlght. Fifty Years of American Education, p. 349
\bid., p. 359.
5
Lubbock Morning Avalanche, January 9, I93O.
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caused a delay in the letting of the contract for the now
high school, which was to have been let on March 4,^

When

the bids were opened a week later, all exceeded the board'a
expectations, and all were returned.'

Numerous changes

were made in the school specifications so that the price
of construction could be lowered.

The board was able to

reach an agreement with the D. N. Leaverton Company of
Lubbock, and the contract, for $442,106.97, was let on
. 8
March 14.
The difficulties which Lubbock had with the
sale of its bonds amd the letting of the contract for the
construction of the new high school were only omens of
more severe financial difficulties to follow.
Difficulties other than financial ones were troubling the schools in late 1929 and early 1930.

In December

the board thought it necessary to pass a motion that the
school authorities should not recognize secret organizations within the public schools." In order to make this

^Ibid., February 5, 1930.
"^Board minutes, March 11, 1930.
o

Ibid., March l4, 1930; Lubbock Morning Avalanche,
March 13>"T930.
"
9
Board minutes, December 3^ 1929* Resistance to
secret societies in the public schools may have been encouraged by the example of Dr. Paul W. Horn, President of
Texas Technological College, who vigorously opposed allowing fraternities on the Tech campus. Lawrence L. Graves,
"Education, Welfare, and Recreation," A History of Lubbock,
Lawrence L. Graves, ed., p. 529.
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policy public and clear, the board ordered in January that
every student entering high school be required to sign the
following pledge:
I, (student's name), hereby declare that I am
not now, nor have I ever been, a member of any
fraternity, sorority, or other secret organization, local. State, or national composed in
whole or in part of high school students, nor
will I Join such so long as I am enrolled in
this high school.10
In spite of the board's efforts, the secret societies remained strong in the schools, especially among the
girls.

To the girls, and to their mothers, the secret so-

cieties were often the most important facet of the school's
activites, and they resisted attempts to break up the societies.

Iftis problem with secret organizations within

the schools was to be a source of friction and difficulty
for several years.

Attempts to enforce the board policy

led to community dissatisfaction and eventually contributed
to a change in the school administration.
As enrollment continued to rise, the schools became
even more crowded.

By the end of January 1930, the enroll-

ment had reached 528?, with 395 pupils having enrolled after
Christmas.

This rapid rise was placing a strain on the al-

ready crowded schools, and forty-five rooms v/ere put on

^^Ibid., January 7, 1930.
Lomax interview.
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one-half day sessions.

Thus both teachers and pupils

must have watched the construction of the new high school
with considerable interest. By May the scholastic population of the district had grown to 5721, an increase of 619
over the previous year.^
The rapid growth of school enrollment is perhaps
the main element in the story of the Lubbock schools during the 1920»s and 1930's, and reflects a comparable growth
of the community. When the official U. S. census was taken
in Lubbock in the spring of 1930, it revealed that the population of the city had grown 4o8.8 percent in the last ten
years.

Lubbock in 1930 had an official population of
14
20,612.
The very rapid growth of the community meant
that the schools had a difficult struggle during the 1920's

and early 1930's to maintain adequate physical facilities.
It became apparent, for example, that the school
which served the Latin-American children was inadequate.
The board in June, 1930, ordered the school board secretary, A. C. Jackson, to prepare plans and let the contract

^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, January 29, 1930
^^Ibid., May 9, 1930.
14.
Ibid.
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for the building of a new Mexican school.

The new school

was a three room brick building, completed for the school
year in 1930."^^
This new school solved the problem of classroom
space for only a few children, and the opening of school
in the fall of 1930 saw the prospect of even more severe
crowding in most schools. The opening day enrollment was
in excess of 4500, with 6000 expected to enroll before the
17
end of the year.
About 70 rooms were expected to be on
half-day sessions during the year.
The financial difficulties of the schools continued
to increase during the school year 1930-31. The board had
decided in March that there would be no increases in teachers'
l8
salaries during the next school year.
By October the board
thought it necessary to authorize the president and the secretary of the board to negotiate whatever loans the district
would need, and the business manager of the schools was instructed to issue 6 percent warrants whenever possible to pay

^Board minutes, June 3, 1930. The school in the
predominantly Latin-American section of town is referred
to as the "Mexican" school in contemporary documents, and
the author has retained that usage. There is no record as
to whether all Latin-American children were compelled to
attend the "Mexican" school.
Sunday Avalanche Journal, August 24, 1930.
•^"^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, September 6, 1930.
-'-"Board minutes, March l8, 1930.
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the schools' bills.^
By January of 1931 the schools were facing their
first serious financial crisis.

Through the newspaper the

board asked local citizens to pay their school taxes before
February 1, in order to ease the schools' serious plight.^^
The $80,000 which the schools had already borrowed was due
February 1, and another $165,000 would be needed to operate
the schools for the remainder of the year.^^
tions were 20 percent below normal.

Tax collec-

One reason tax col-

lections were so poor was that the state had passed a law
stating that taxes for 1931 would not be delinquent until
October 15.

This law not only slowed local collections,

but meant that the state apportionment money for Lubbock,
some $80,000, would be delayed indefinitely.^^
The financial situation became so critical that
the school business manager stated that the schools might
have to close by March 1 unless some of the tax money due
23
was paid soon.
The closing of the schools was prevented

^9rbid., October 7, 1930.
on

I b i d . , January 27, 1931; Lubbock Morning
Avalanche, January 2 8 , 1931.
21
Lubbock Morning Avalanche, January 31, 1931.
Sunday Avalanche Journal, February 1, 193123
Lubbock Morning Avalanche, January 31> 1931;
A. C. Jackson to Lynn Musslewhite,'Interview, March 26,
1969. Ur. Jackson was school business manager from 1925
to 1951.
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when the board borrowed $50,000 from the Lubbock National
Bank, and tax collections increased.^^
^

Throughout the summer of 1931 the board wrestled

with the problem of financing the schools.

In June they

were forced to borrow $20,000 to meet the operating ex25
penses of the schools, ^ and by August the board had decided that it would be necessary to charge tuition for high
school. The tuition was to be $7.00 per month; from this
amount the students' parents could deduct the school taxes
26
they paid.
September, 1931> and the opening of the fall term
brought one bright note for the schools.
school was opened.

The new high

Since 50OO students v/ere expected, the

opening came just in time to prevent another year of seri27
ous over-crowding.

Even though the old school was ob-

viously inadequate, there was some criticism in the community of the new high school. Most of the critics maintained that Duncan would never be able to fill the new high
28
school for which he had campaigned.
It is interesting to

^^Board minutes, February 11, 1931.
25ibid._, June 6, 1931.
^^Ibid., August 25, 1931.
^'^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, September 9, 1931.
pfl
Lomax interview.
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note that there is no account of any ceremony accompanying
the opening of the new school.

Perhaps the community was

too preoccupied with the problems presented by the depression, or perhaps the community had reached a size which
made the opening of new schools a routine event.
Though the schools had successfully passed through
one financial crisis in the spring of 1931, September of
that year found them again trying to make financial adjustments to better their position.

The board reduced school

taxes from $.92 per $100 valuation to $.86, in the hope that
this lower rate might encourage more citizens to pay their
29
school taxes. ^ And once more the board tried appealing
directly to the public.

A meeting of the Lubbock Loyalty

Council was held to discuss the plight of the schools.

The

Loyalty Council was an organization which had been created
in the fall of 1931 by citizens concerned over the effects
30
of the depression on their community.
A report was read
to the Council on the financial difficulties of the schools,
and several firms and individuals offered to pay their 1931
taxes immediately.

Dr. J. T. Hutchinson read a resolution

"sunday Avalanche Journal, September 20, 1931.
^ One source, who wishes to remain anonymous, maintains that the Loyalty Council was actually formed primarily
to protect the banks from runs by alarmed citizens. The
Council hoped by stimulating confidence in the community,
to save the banks.
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of confidence in the school board signed by every one of
the 176 teachers in the system.

The confidence of the

teachers in the school board was soon to be tested.
By November the board had decided that a reduction
of salary paid to teachers was a necessary economy.^

When

Superintendent Duncan discussed the matter of a pay cut
with the teachers, they presented the board with a plan of
their own, which the board voted to accept.

According to

the board minutes, the board voted to accept the proposition of the teachers "to reduce their salaries 10 percent
from November 1st, 1931> and that the said reduction should
be deducted from the last month's salary of the present
scholastic year, provided further that they would receive
pay for the amount due them for the present school year by
July 1st, 1932."

The exact wording of this resolution

became a matter of some controversy during the next year,
but the desired economy had been achieved.
The financial hardships of the schools were, of
course, a reflection of the economic adversity which was
spreading throughout the comjnunity.

The depression was

beginning to cast a long shadow over Lubbock.

^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, October 13> 1931.
^^Board minutes, November 24, 1931.
^^Ibid., December 8, 1931.
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\

With the spread of unemployment, extreme
misery appeared in the city. Families were
dispossessed from their homes, and some
took up residence northeast of the railroad
underpass in "shack town," which was described as "a jungle of miserable cardboard
huts, itinerants' tents and nondescript
junk. . . . " Three children starved to
death in Lubbock in the fall of 1930. The
next summer city officials converted the
city hall square into a turnip natch to
help supply food for the poor.34
In the Negro community, some residents were reduced to living
in caves, being unable to find housing or to borrow money to
build houses.*^^
The effects of the depression were felt by the school
children, some of whom had to come to school hungry and
poorly clothed.

Even buying notebooks and pencils represented

a scarifice for parents.

There were some dropouts due to the

depression, but the schools continued to gain enrollment, and
the number of dropouts was never very large."^
The schools, as one of the larger employers in the
community, were soon under pressure to aid the community economically.

In January of 1931> the unemployment committee

of the Chamber of Commerce visited the school board meeting.
They appealed to the board to have as much work done on the

3\erton Dillon, "Religion in Lubbock," A History
of Lubbock, (ed.) Lav/rence Graves.
^^Struggs interview.
•^ Lomax interview.
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schools as possible immediately, thereby providing some muchneeded Jobs in the community.^"^

But the schools were having

difficulties during the early 30»s in providing work for
their own employees.

On April 15, 1932, the board announced

that there would be at least two fewer teachers during the
coming school year.

At the same time the board announced

that teachers' salaries would be cut l4 percent during the
38
succeeding year.
Ihis pay cut was soon the source of a
disagreement between the teachers and the board.
When the teachers had agreed to a salary cut for the
1931-32 school year, they thought they had made an agreement
with the board that the cut would be only for one year, and
that they would be paid full salaries in 1932-33.

A peti-

tion was circulated among the high school teachers asking
that, since the board had violated the agreement, the teachers
thought they had made with the board, the teachers should be
paid their full, pre-cut salaries for May of 1932.^^

When

the board met in May, the president of the board had been
given the petition from the teachers.

"The president of the

board presented a petition signed by a number of teachers
requesting the School Board to pay them their full salaries

-^ Board minutes, January 27, 1931'
^ Ibid., April 15, 1932.
Lubbock Morning Avalanche, May I8, 1932.
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for the year just ending and that the cut not be taken, which
had previously been agreed to by the teachers."^^

The board

did not think that any agreement concerning salaries for
future years had been made, so the salary cut remained.
The wording of the resolution to cut salaries, quoted above,
contained no mention of any agreement not to cut salaries in
the future.
When graduation day arrived in May, 1932, it was apparent that the depression was affecting the size of the upper calsses of the high school.

There were 224 graduates,

i-

42

16 fewer than in 1931> and 37 fewer than in 1930.
Though the schools were engaged in a fierce economic
struggle during the years from 1929 to 1932, some advances
in education were being made.

In March of 1930, a voca-

tional guidance course was introduced in the high school.
A series of thirteen lectures were given to students.

Each

lecture was by a member of a profession and consisted of a
description of the profession, its prerequisites, and its
rewards.

There were lectures on law, business administra-

tion, social work, medicine, aviation, engineering, teaching, public service, journalism, science, art, and agricul4^
ture.
These lectures were intended to aid the student in
^^Board minutes. May 31, 1932.

^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, May 19, 1932.
^^ibid., March 8, 1930.
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a choice of vocation or profession, and they were the precursors of a much more extensive vocational guidance program developed in later years.
The Lubbock schools were to make some significant
gains in the area of school health during the 30»s, and one
of the important early steps was taken in May, 1931, when
it was announced that any child entering the Lubbock schools
for the first time in the school year of 1932-33 could re44
ceive a free physical examination.
This advance must have
been of especial importance during the depression when many
children were probably not able to get adequate health care.
Education for Lubbock's two minority groups made
some advances during the early years of the depression decade.

As noted above, a new Mexican school had been com-

pleted in 1930.
overcrowded.

By March of 1932, that school had become

The Methodist Church in the Latin-American

area of town was rented for classroom space, and an extra
45
teacher was employed.
A group of Negro citizens visited
the board meeting in April, 1931* to ask that a Negro high
school be built in Lubbock.

The business manager of the

schools, A. C. Jackson, was instructed to investigate the
46
possibility of getting state aid for such a school.
In

Sunday Avalanche Journal, May 3* 1931.
45
-^Board minutes, March 29, 1932.
ii6
Ibid., April 28, 1931; Struggs interview.
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July, Jackson was authorized to prepare plans for a Negro
47
high school.
It was to be some time before this school
would be built, however.
During the same years that these advances were being made, there were problems arising within the school
administration.

In April of 1931, there arose some sort of

disagreement between Superintendent Duncan and the football
coach, Mr. Fmka.

The matter became serious enough that

the board discussed the situation with the men, along with
Charles Guy of the Avalanche-Journal, who came to "intercede
for Mr. Fmka."

Tlie board appointed a committee to attempt

to work out the disagreement, with the stipulation that if
no agreement could be reached, there would be a new coach
48
hired.
Evidently the difficulty could not be worked out,
49
for on April 28, a new coach, Weldon Chapman, was hired. ^
In January of the next year a motion was made in a
board meeting to re-hire Superintendent Duncan for two
years.

The motion was discussed at length, but died for
50
lack of a second.
Though Duncan was re-hired at a board
51
meeting later in the month,
there seems to have been a
47
'Board minutes, July 29, 1931.
^^Ibid., April 6, 1931.
^^Ibid., April 28, 1931.
5^Ibid., January 21, 1932.
^^Ibid., January 26, 1932.
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lack of enthusiasm for his administration.

This ebbing

of support for Duncan would eventually reach its conclusion
in a change of administrators.
As the school year of 1932-33 approached, it was
apparent that the schools would once again be faced with a
financial struggle of the most desperate sort.

A committee

of the PTA began in August to campaign for payment of school
52
taxes and for support of the schools.
The school budget
was cut $35>764.10 from the previous year, which meant that
in two years the budget had been cut $56,764.10.

Ttie

faculty had been reduced by fifteen, and salaries had been
reduced l4 to 20 percent.
that year were:

Average salaries for teachers

high school, $1251; junior high, $978;
CO

elementary, $870; Negro, $674. "^ The publication of these
figures in the newspaper indicates that the board was attempting to show the public that all possible economies
had been made.

As has been noted above, the board in Sep-

tember of 1931 had reduced the tax rate in an attempt to
encourage the payment of taxes.

In September of 1932 the

board reduced the property valuation for school taxes a

54

further 20 percent, thus lowering the taxes once again.
This measure also proved a failure in increasing payment of
taxes.
^^Board minutes, August 19, 1932.
^^sunday Avalanche Journal, August 21, 1932.
54Lubbock Morning Avalanche, September 8, 1932.
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Public education all over the nation was entering
the same desperate struggle for existence that the Lubbock
schools were waging. ' The most crucial aspect of this
struggle was financial.
The closing of schools because of lack of funds had
deprived 100 thousand additional children of educational opportunity in the autumn of 1933. Altogether about 2.28 million children of school age
were not in school. About 2 thousand rural schools
in twenty-four states had failed to open, although
few if any city public schools had been closed.
. . . One-fourth of the cities had shortened their
school terms; more than seven hundred rural schools
were expected to run not more than three months
during the year. The terms in practically every
great American city were one to two months shorter
than they had been seventy-five years before.55
Teachers were especially hard hit.

One out of

every three teachers was receiving less than $750 a year;
about 40,000 rural teachers received less than $450 in
1933-34; some Negro teachers were receiving less than $25
56
per month.^
In spite of a salary at subsistence level,
or even below, the teacher was increasingly called upon to
be a leader in providing relief for the even more distressed
57
persons of the community.
The public high schools v/ere placed under an especially severe strain.

At the same time that their

^^Knight, Fifty Years of American Education, pp.
361-362.

56lbid.
5'^William E. Drake, The American School i n T r a n s i t i o n (New York: P r e n t i c e H a l l , 1955), p . 2 5 .
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financial support was decreasing, their enrollment was rising.

The number of high school students increased from

3,787,466 in 1926 to 8,719,000 in 1932.5^

Many of these

young people were driven into school by the lack of employment opportunities and because financial assistance might
be obtained from the National Youth Administration.
Though the high schools were experiencing an Increase
in enrollment, the elementary schools were undergoing a decrease:

115,000 fewer children were enrolled in elementary

school in 1932 than in 1930,^" the first decrease in the
history of the country.
By late 1932 the schools of the nation were in
desperate financial straits.

They were trying to teach

more than a million more pupils than in I930 on a budget
60
which had decreased about $368 million.
The strains of the depression brought changes other
than the strictly financial.

One of the areas to feel most

strongly the influence of reduced expenditures was the curriculum.

The newspapers had been strong in the condemnation

of "fads and frills" in education, and many schools began to
delete some less traditional subjects.

"Reports from 700

5^1. L. Kandel, American Education in the Twentieth Century (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Fress,
1957), p. 51.
^^Knight, Fifty Years of American Education, p. 362.
60'Ibid.
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typical cities of the country showed that many if not mpgt
of them had reduced or eliminated art instruction, musiq

instruction, physical education, home economics, industrial
art, and health services."
The seeming debacle which public education was un^,
dergoing in the mid 1930's led to an increased interest
in the possibility of federal intervention in the publlq
schools.

Conferences were held throughout the country^

with President Hoover calling a conference in Washington
in 1932, ^ but it was not until the New Deal that the ^ o v
ernment entered the field of education in a rather direct
form.

The depression years were not only a period of stri

gle and innovation, but a time of unparalleled criticism Qi
the schools.

"Never in the history of American education

had the people turned their backs upon the public schoolg

as they did in the face of the economic collapse of the lal

64

20's."

The American public condemned almost every featuj

of public education.

^•'-Knight, Fifty Years of American Education, p,
362.
62
Butt, A Cultural History of Education, p. 619,
^Knight, Fifty Years of American Education, p,

363.
64
Drake, The American School in Transition, p. 25,
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The elementary school was attacked for low standards of discipline and for chaos in its curriculum, as well as for the Inadequate preparation
of the teachers and the fact (apparently only
then discovered) that most of them were women.
The secondary school was assailed as an educational fetish and an arid and purposeless luxury.
. . .

Bius the early years of the depression decade were
a time not only of desperate financial difficulties for
the schools, but also a time when the schools were assailed
by criticism of unprecedented bitterness.
As the schools of the nation labored to educate an
increasing enrollment while funds decreased and criticism
mounted, the schools of Lubbock, in 1933, entered their most
difficult year.

In January the board sold $100,000 in bonds,

being forced to accept 84 cents on the dollar.

Faced

with increasing financial problems, the board decided to
seek new economies in the system.
In late January a committee composed of three board
members and two citizens of the community was appointed to
investigate the school system, seeking areas where further
economies could be made.

The members were B. Sherrod,

Roscoe Bayless, and Maple Wilson from the board, and George
67
Dupre and J. A. Hodges from the community.
The declining

^Knight, Fifty Years of American Education, p.
349.
Board minutes, January 7, 1933.
^'^Ibld., January 31. 1933.
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financial position of the schools can easily be seen from
the fact that new economies were necessary even though
the school budget had been cut $57,000 from the previous
68
school year.^ After a study lasting about a month, the
committee recommended $40,000 in cuts in school expenses.
The board decided to consider the cuts,^^ and by the end of
the summer it was obvious that many of the economies would
be necessary.
Even though the board decided in March that it would
be necessary to raise tuition to $10.00 per month for high
school and to $6.00 per month for grade school,
funds were being rapidly depleted.

school

The schools in late

March, 1933, were nearing the worst financial crisis in
their history.

The board on March 28, after a study of the

financial situation, decided that "if a substantial amount
of taxes were not collected the school would have to close
at that time, April 15.^"^
The board attempted to publicize the plight of the
schools in order to stimulate lagging tax payments.

The

following introduction to a newspaper story on April 2,
describes in detail the plight of the schools.

68
Lubbock Morning Avalanche, February 2, 1933
^%oard Minutes, March 2, 1933.
70Ibid.
"^•^Board minutes, March 28, 1933.
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All public schools of the Lubbock Independent District will have to be closed on April 15th if 75
percent of the delinquent school taxes of I932 are
not immediately paid.
That was the foreboding warning issued here
late yesterday by the school board as 3,000 letters to delinquent taxpayers were placed in the
mails. Only 55 percent of I932 school taxes have
been paid. As an added inducement to get the delinquent payments in, the board has extended payment time, without interest or penalty to April
15 th.
Teachers and all other employees of the system
have been paid in warrants for the months February
and March; their last cash payment came from January's services on money borrowed and not yet repaid. Unless approximately $100,000 in back taxes
are not paid by April 15th—the schools will
close.*2
Bie article went on to say that approximately 3500 taxpayers
were delinquent.

These delinquencies, combined with diffi-

culties in borrowing money, meant possible closing of the
schools.
TJie threat of the closing of the schools brought
a response from the Chamber of Commerce and the Lubbock
Citizens' Loyalty Council.

A public meeting was called on

the afternoon of April 12 to explain to the citizens the
great disadvantages, especially the economic disadvantages,
in allowing the schools to close.

In his appeal to citizens

to attend the meeting, the president of the Chamber of Commerce, I. E. Barr, stated that part of the problem was that

"^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, April 2, 1933.
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the citizens of the community did not know all the facts of
the situation.

He pointed out that "the expenses of running

the school next year will be approximately $120,000 less
than in 1930-31.

When the taxpayers are shown these facts

and realize that they have to pay their taxes some time,
they will pay them before the end of the week."*^^ Mr. Barr
also pointed out that the schools could easily end up the
year with a deficit of over $120,000, which would make it
difficult for them to re-open in the fall.
The first meeting of concerned citizens attracted
only seventy-five people.

At the meeting various citizens

and school officials spoke of the disastrous results the
closing of the schools would have on the community.

B.

Sherrod, a member of the school board, described the in-r
debtedness of the schools; then George Dupre, a member of
the school board committee on economies in the schools, spoke.
He showed that enrollment here was 5,793, 5,6ll, and
5,750 in the past three years as compared with 5,750
this year; that 15 teachers had been cut from the
faculty since the 1930-31 academic year, and that
13 other instructors would be dropped in 1933-34,
making the staff total l49 then.
Teachers' salaries, Dupre pointed out, have declined as follows: 1930-31, $223,340; 1931-32,
$194,820; 1932-33, $170,092; 1933-34, $135,000.
The per pupil cost in teachers' salaries had declined from $38 to $29 since 1930, and the antici- 2,
pated per student cost next year will be only $20.'^

'^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, April 12, 1933.
"^^Ibid., April 13, 1933.
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Walter Posey, a local businessman. Indicated that many persons were not paying their taxes because of grievances
which they held against the board or school officials.'^
This comment indicates that perhaps the Lubbock schools
were no more fortunate than the schools of the nation in
avoiding a wave of criticism during this period.
During his speech, Posey also described the severe
economic results in the community if the schools closed.
Tliroughout the crisis, in fact, the primary argument given
against closing the schools was the economic damage which
would result.

During the April 12 meeting, five reasons

were given why closing the schools would be a tragedy.

The

first was that it would paralyze business, then that it would
keep 250 high school seniors from graduating, that it would
cause other pupils to lose this term's work, that it would
decrease property values, and that it would give Lubbock
76
adverse advertising,'
While the April 12 meeting attracted only seventyfive persons, those attending seemed undaunted.

Each of

the seventy-five was given the names of four other persons
to contact, the organizers of the event hoping to thereby
77
convince a larger segment of the community to pay its taxes.

'^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, April 13, 1933.
7^Ibid., April 12, 1933.
'^'^Ibld., April 13, 1933; Jackson interview.
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Hie arrival of April 15 meant that the deadline
set by the board for a decision about the schools had arrived.

The headline of the paper read, "Today to Tell

Schools* Pate, Board Insists."'

Less than $15,000 of the

needed $100,000 had been paid during the previous two weeks
in spite of the publicity campaign and the efforts of the
Loyalty Council and the Chamber of Commerce.
There is some disagreement as to whether the schools,
although seemingly in desperate financial straits, would
really have closed.

Charles Guy maintains that the threat

to close the schools was merely a "gimmick," that the board
was attempting to frighten members of the community into paying their taxes.

Guy and Dr. J. T. Hutchinson, president of

the board, argued about the matter in Guy's office, but Dr.
Hutchinson v/as unsuccessful in convincing Guy that the
70
threat to close the schools was not just a bluff. ^ Mr.
Jackson, business manager of the schools during this time,
is insistent that the schools would have closed if they
could not have raised enough money to continue.

But Mr.

Jackson, during the first weeks of April, had made arrangements with the banks to provide some financial assistance.
These arrangements were not announced to the public until

'^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, April 15, 1933.
'^^Charles Guy to Lynn Musslewhite, telephone interview, February 12, 19^9.
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after the April 15 deadline.®^
When the board met the night of the 15th, although
tax collections had not been adequate to Justify keeping
the schools open, the arrangements made by Mr. Jackson were
announced.

Two of the local banks had agreed to lend the

schools $35,000.

Tt\e Lubbock National Bank would carry a

loan of $20,000, and the Citizens Bank agreed to lend
$15,000 until the state apportionment money arrived.^^

Al-

though not mentioned in the board minutes, evidently the
Op

schools also received $10,880 in state funds on April 15.
These funds were not nearly the $100,000 the board had
thought necessary, but after a lengthy discussion it was
decided to continue school for the remainder of the term. ^
The board issued a statement to the paper which indicated their reaction to the crisis, the community's reaction to the crisis, and the continuing financial problems
of the school.
After canvassing the results of the collections of
the past two weeks, conferring with local bankers

"^Jackson interview.
^•^Board minutes, April 15, 1933; Mr. Jackson remembers that a loan of $15,000 was also made by the First
National Bank. Each of the banks felt obliged to participate in order to assure the community of their financial
soundness. The First National loan is not mentioned in the
board minutes.
^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, April l6, 1933.
^^Board minutes, April 15, 1933.
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and considering the attitude they are taking in
assisting in the situation as well as the interest shown by the citizenship at large and the
willingness of the teachers to co-operate, the
board has decided that the community could best
be served by continuing the schools the remainder
of the term even though they will close the year
with a heavy deficit.
The board wishes to impress upon the citizenship that the threat of closing the schools was
not a false alarm and that it was only through
the co-operation of delinquent taxpayers and local banks that the closing was averted.84
Hie board went on to inform the public that the heavy deficit
of the schools, due at least partly to the fact that the
state monies had been cut in half, would cause difficulties
in the fall, and there was no guarantee that the schools
would be able to reopen in the fall.
As early as March cuts were being made in the school
programs in order to keep the schools open in 1933-34.

It

was decided on March 30 that eighteen teachers v/ould not be
required, and the salaries of the remaining faculty would be
cut.

At that meeting the board also made arrangements to

refinance some of the school bonds, delaying repayment so
. 85
school funds could be used for more immediate needs.
In July a slight change was made in tuition to be
charged for the coming year; junior high tuition was to be
$7 per month, while grade school was to be $5 per month.

^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, April l6, 1933.
^^Board minutes, March 30, 1933-
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With high school tuition left at $10 per month.

Once

again there would be no free public education in Lubbock.
At the same meeting in July, the board decided that
there would be no school doctor the next year,^ and the
next month decided that no post-graduate work would be ofoo

fered in high school the next year.
\^en school opened in the fall of 1933, the schools
had passed through their most severe financial trial, although that must not have been apparent to those present on
opening day.

The budget for the year had been slashed by

about $33,500 from the previous year.

The teaching staff

had been reduced from l62 to 151, the teachers had been unpaid since two months before the last school term ended, and
89
their salaries had been deeply cut. ^ Though faced with all
these economies, the schools had to attempt to educate the
greatest number of pupils in their history.

The school cen-

sus taken in May had indicated that there were 5,8l5 scholas tics in Lubbock, a new high.-^
But there soon were indications that an upturn in
the schools' fortunes might be coming.

In their October

^^Board minutes, July 25, 1933^'^Ibid.
^^Ibid., August 22, 1933°^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, August 23, 1933;
Sunday Avalanche journal, September 10, 1933.
90
Ibid., May 2, 1933.
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meeting the board decided to raise all teacher salaries
by $5 per month, and some teachers in high school were
raised even more to be sure that the salaries met the reQl
quirements of the Southern Association.^
For the first
time since the previous March the teachers were paid in
cash for their September teaching.

They also received pay-

ment for the vouchers they had been given for the first
92
half of the previous April's salary.
By December of 1933
the board concluded that the school could employ, for the
first time, a girl's physical education teacher,^"^
In September a committee of Negro citizens had appeared before the board to repeat an earlier request for a
certified Negro high school.^

The committee pointed out

that there were forty or fifty Negro children in the city
who would be in high school if there were a high school for
them to attend.

It was several hundred miles, the committee

pointed out, to the nearest Negro high school which was
certified.

The board appointed a committee of two to

study the matter,^^ and about two weeks later the committee

^•^Board minutes, October 10, 1933.
^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, October 10, 1933.
^^Board minutes, December 20, 1933.
^ Ibid., September 6, 1933.
^^Sunday Avalanche Journal, September 10, 1933;
Struggs interview.
96Board minutes, September 6, 1933.
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made its report.

It had created a set of tentative plans

for an addition to the present school, and these plans were
sent to the State High School Supervisor for his comments.
Ihe matter remained in this indefinite status until December, when the board decided to defer any more action or
. 98
study of the problem until the summer of I934.
The Negro
community's request for a high school had once again been
shuttled aside.

Given the precarious financial state of the

schools, it is difficult to imagine the board acting differently.
By 1933-34 the depression was striking hard at both
teachers and students, and aid was sought from the federal
make-work project of that winter, the CW.A.

A C.W.A. proj-

ect for unemployed teachers was put into operation in Lubbock.

The teachers, mostly from country schools, were in-

volved in various projects, one of these being the operation
99
of a day nursery for the children of working mothers.
In
September the Texas emergency education program of the State
Department of Industrial Education was also employing teachers in Lubbock who had lost their jobs.

These teachers were

hired to teach in an adult education program which had three
kinds of classes.

The first series, presumably directed at

^'^Board minutes, September 26, 1933.
^^Ibid., December 20, 1933.
^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, January 13, 1934.
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the Latin-American segment of the community, was composed
of classes teaching the basic skills of literacy and the
elements of U. S. citizenship.

The next series was a group

of vocational classes; the third a series of classes in
what was labeled "general education. ""^^^
The children of the community were also feeling the
bitter effects of the depression.

In September of I933 a

matinee was held at the Lindsey Theatre, with the price of
admission set as an article of children's clothing.

The

clothes were given to the children at Sanders school.

For

many children, the clothing they received through this effort comprised their school wardrobe.

In September of

1934 the school business manager was authorized to buy vaccine for the children whose parents were on relief rolls,
making it possible for these children to have the smallpox
vaccination required of all who were entering school for
102
the first time.
The difficulties of the school were not all to be
directly related to the depression.

In January of 1934,

the matter of the re-employment of Superintendent Duncan
became a matter before the board.

"Motion was made by

S. C. Wilson, seconded by R. F. Bayless, and carried

•^^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, September 18, 1934.
^Q^Ibid., September l4, 1933.
•^•^^Board minutes, October 30, 1934.
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unanimously that M. H. Duncan be requested not to apply for
re-election as Superintendent of the Lubbock Public
Schools."

^

The board had decided to terminate the em-

ployment of the man who since I925 had provided the Lubbock
schools with the most progressive leadership of their history.
The board provided no reason for its decision not
to rehire Duncan.

In the ensuing controversy, hov/ever, it

was made clear that one of the Issues was the question of
secret societies in the schools.

As noted earlier, the

board had passed a rule against secret societies, a decision
which had aroused some dissatisfaction in the community.

In

September of 1932 between fifteen and twenty persons appeared before the board to protest the rule, among them some
students who had been expelled from school for being members of societies.

Their complaints were listened to, but
104
the board upheld the rule.
But currents of dissention
continued to flow, and Duncan thought it was the group of
citizens angered by his upholding of the rule who pressured
the board into firing him.
Other persons associated with Duncan or the schools
disagree.

Charles Guy, who v/as a friend of Duncan, main-

tains that it v/as Duncan's strict religious beliefs, combined

•^^•^Board minutes, January 30, 1934.
^^^Ibid., September 21, 1932.
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with his "hard-nosed" attitude, which caused the board to
release him.

Guy characterizes Duncan as a "kind of re-

ligious fanatic, a hell-for-leather Baptist" who brought
los
his religious beliefs into the schools. ^^ Dorothy Lomax
and E. C. Struggs, both of whom taught under Duncan and
held administrative positions under him, agree that Duncan's
religious beliefs and his often unbending imposition of
those beliefs in the schools were factors in his dismissal.
Struggs thought that many of the younger teachers were especially unhappy with Duncan's attempts to force his views
concerning private recreation on his teachers.

Miss

Lomax, v/ho served for a time as Dean of Girls during this
period, believed that many of the mothers in the community
were alienated by Duncan's stand on the secret societies
and on rigid standards for girl's dress in the schools. '
In March, Duncan came before the board to request
a reconsideration of their decision not to rehire him.
M. H. Duncan appeared before the Board asking the
Board to reconsider their action of January 30th
in not re-employing him as Superintendent of
Schools. Motion was made by Maple Wilson, seconded by S. C. Wilson, that the Board not reconsider their action of January 30th, in not re- ^QQ
employing Mr. Duncan; motion carried unanimously.
105Guy interview.
lO^Struggs interview.
107Lomax interview. One source, who prefers to remain anonomous, believes that friction between Duncan and a
board member, not Duncan's religious beliefs, caused his
dismissal.
lO^Board minutes, March 17, 1934-
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The next day there appeared in the paper,part of
the letter which Duncan had written to the board.

He chal-

lenged the board to call a public meeting at which he and
his friends could meet with those of the community who had
complained to the board of Duncan's activities.

Duncan

maintained that less than 1 percent of the community favored
his dismissal.

He then described the persons whom he be-

lieved were responsible for his dismissal.
Those who are interested in the schools believe that
you were stampeded into taking the action you did
by a small group of women who are angry with me because I upheld the regulation of the board against
secret societies in the high school. The people of
Lubbock approve this regulation and do not believe
that these ladies were acting for the best interests
of the school. They feel that you should have ignored them in view of the fact that the regulation
was approved by you and also in view of the further
fact, which you will admit, that I have led you in
building one of the best school systems in the state—
a system which is the pride of every citizen of the
community.
At the close of his statement, Duncan issued a challenge to
the board.

He asked them to defer the election of a super-

intendent until after the election of school trustees on
April 7, thus allowing the people of the community to have
109
a voice in the matter.
The board rejected Duncan's request for a hearing,
and the election seemed likely to become a plebiscite on

^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, March l8, 1934.
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the termination of Duncan's employment.

One of the candi-

dates, Allan Hill, made the public statement that he favored
"that the dictates from members of the school board and
from the collector and assessor of school taxes be done away
with."

Hie paper headlined, "Fireworks in School Voting

Are Predicted, "^^^ and rumors were circulated that Hill was
running as the champion of Duncan. ^^
In spite of the seeming excitement, the vote in the
election was light, and Hill was defeated.^^^
The efficacy of Duncan's administration, beset as
it was by financial difficulties and community dissention,
is revealed in a report on the conditions of the schools
made by a state official.

In early April, while the contro-

versy over Duncan's dismissal was growing, the schools were
visited by 0. D. Holbrook, assistant state superintendent
of education.

Holbrook commended Lubbock for "the splendid
- - Il

system of public schools maintained."

His report stated

that the building and equipment were in excellent repair,
and each department was well-equipped.
was well balanced throughout the system.

The teacher-load
His report con-

cluded, "Exceptional efficiency in administration and supervision is evident throughout the entire Lubbock school
^^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, April 5, 1934.
l^^Ibid.
ll^Ibid., April 7, 1934.
^13ibid., April 8, 1934.
^"^Ibid., April 5, 1934.
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system.

This is apparent through the smooth-working system

and co-ordination of all departments. "-^-^^
As has been discussed at length above, the schools
of Lubbock, like the schools of the nation, had been operating for the past few years with reduced staffs and sharplycut budgets.

That the schools could still be judged to be

in such excellent condition by an objective and professional
observer is a great tribute to the abilities and dedication
of the superintendent and the faculty.
Even while the controversy about Duncan was still
boiling, the board set about the task of selecting a new
superintendent.

In February the board appointed a committee

to investigate the two principal candidates for the job,
W. B. Irvin of Perry ton, and Kenneth E. Oberholtzer of
El Campo.^^
promptly.

When the committee reported, the board acted

On the same night that the board decided not to

reconsider Duncan's dismissal, the report was made and a
superintendent was hired.

The board decided that Oberholtzer

was their choice, and the president of the board. Dr.
Hutchinson, called him from the meeting room.

Oberholtzer

accepted and was given a one-year contract.

•'••^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, April 5, 1934.
^^%oard minutes, February 27, 1934.
^^"^Ibid., March 17, 1934; Lubbock Morning Avalanche,
March l8 1934. Duncan remained in Lubbock, eventually
forming his ovm independent church. For a discussion of his
religious activities see Merton L. Dillion, "Religion m
Lubbock," A History of Lubbock, Lawrence L. Graves, ed.
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During 1934 there were some signs that the schools
had passed the most difficult phase of the depression. In
January the salaries of some teachers at the Mexican and
Negro schools were raised $20 per month since those teachers
118
were teaching overtime,
and in April all the teachers of
the system were given a $5 a month raise. ^

In July, when

the newly appointed superintendent, Mr. Oberholtzer, requested a home economics department in the junior high school,
the board thought that it could be afforded.

In September

a new position was created in the administration of the
schools when Miss Fern Hooten was hired to work in parent
121
education work.
In May of 1934, the second largest grad122
uating class, 26O, received their diplomas.
All of these
indicators seemed to point to an upturn in the condition of
the schools.
One reason the schools were in better financial
shape was the receipt of part of the state apportionment
money owed for the school year 1933-34. Part of the money
arrived in September, 1934, and the remainder came the next
month.^^3
ll8Board minutes, January 30, 1934.
^^%bid., April 24, 1934.
l^Qlbid., July 31, 1934.
^^^Ibid., September 25, 1934.
•^^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, May 22, 1934.
•^•^^Sunday Avalanche Journal, September 16, 1934.
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The upturn in the conditions of the schools was,
of course, a reflection of an improvement in the financial
condition of the community.

The basic economic foundation

of Lubbock's economy, the agricultural sector, had reached
its low point in 1934 and was beginning to climb.

Cash

farm income had fallen from a high of 47.5 million dollars
in 1929 to a low of l6.4 million in 1934, but then began to
move upward.

Bank deposits were in the midst of a slow rise.

Building activity, which had reached its lowest point in
1932, was on the increase.^^

From 1934 onward, Lubbock's

economic position was steadily improving.
As the economic position of the schools grew stronger,
they were able to begin improvements and expansion.

New

courses were added to the curriculum, courses such as com125
munity civics and business administration.
A half-time
teacher of agriculture, a half-time supervisor of the elementary grades, and a part-time orchestra instructor were
126
hired.

A summer school, on a tuition basis, was or-

ganized. "^'^'^ Each of these developments during the school
year 1935-36 indicates that the schools were once again beginning to move forward, to operate progressively to meet
124syivan Dunn, "Economic Development of Lubbock,"
History of Lubbock, Lawrence Graves, (ed.), p. 311.
•^^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, May 3, 1935.
^^^Board minutes. May 28, 1935; June 3, 1936.
•'-^'^Ibid., March 26, 1935.
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the needs of the community.
»

In February of I935, many of the teachers of the
Lubbock schools met and formed the Lubbock Classroom
Teachers' Council.

They stated that their objectives were

to promote the best educational practices. Improve teaching,
and in general, "to improve the teaching services in the
commxmity."

This group quickly became the means through

which the teachers communicated to the board their desires
or grievances.

In March the board announced that it had de-

cided to wait until April 30 to re-elect teachers, an action
which had been recommended by Oberholtzer. ^

The superin-

tendent thought he needed the extra time to complete his
evaluation of the teachers.

His evaluation was thorough^

and after it was concluded, he did not recommend the rehiring of a number of teachers.

Oberholtzer seems to have be-

lieved that he should seek to eliminate the weak teachers
from the staff before he had been in his position long
130
enough to become personal friends with the teachers.

In

response, 104 teachers gathered at a Teachers' Council meeting to ask the board to continue the practice of hiring in
March.

The Council stated that this was a "suggestion--not

a protest."

The board ignored their suggestion and followed

•^Sunday Avalanche Journal, February 3, 1935.
•^^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, March 27, 1935.
•^•^ Struggs interview.
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Oberholtzer'3 recommendation.
The Teachers' Council had more success in July of
1936 when they sent a letter to the board asking that the
teachers' salaries be raised.

This time the board re-

sponded, raising salaries by about 10 percent.^^
There still remains a teachers' organization in the
Lubbock schools, and it still seems to serve the role of
spokesman for the teachers to the board which it assimied
in 1935.
The question of a Negro high school for Lubbock
which had been brought before the board in September of 1933,
still remained unanswered in early 1935. In the summer of
1934 an architect had been authorized to draw a set of plans
for an addition to the Negro school to house the high school, ^ ^
but when the plans were nearly complete, the board voted to
1*^4
table the matter. "^ In March, 1935^ the board decided that
it could afford the addition, so it ordered the school business manager to obtain bids.^^

There were to be not only a

four room addition to the Negro school, but also a similar
addition to the Mexican school. Both schools had been on
I'^l
•^ Lubbock Morning Avalanche, May 1, 1935.
•^^^Board minutes, July 29, 193^^3^Ibid., June 27, 1934.
^^^Ibid., July 31, 1934.
^^^Ibid., Inarch 26, 1935.
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half-day sessions for some time, and the additional room
was badly needed at both."^^^
To aid in the•financing of the construction, the
board applied for a P.W.A. grant.

The grant would not only

be applied to the Negro and Mexican schools, but would also
finance a field house, a warehouse, and repairs to the
junior high school and various elementary schools.^^^

The

board's hopes were dimmed a bit when P.W.A. only offered
to pay 45^ of the cost of the work, if that portion did not
exceed $22,000. ^

In addition to this grant, however, the

board was able to obtain a $23,000 W.P.A. grant.

This grant

was to be used for playgro\md improvement, landscaping, and
other improvements to the school grounds.
In November the board announced that contracts were
ready to be let for the various construction projects,
and a Negro high school was finally to become a reality.
The problem of secret organizations in the high
school which had had such worrisome effects earlier, appeared twice again in the school year of 1935-36.

In Novem-

ber Superintendent Oberholtzer was forced to deal with the

•^ Lubbock Morning Avalanche, March 28, 1935.
^'Board minutes, June 25, 1935.
•^^^Ibid., October 10, 1935.
-"-^^Ibid,., November 19, 1935.
^^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, November 20, 1935.
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same type of situation which had contributed to the dismissal of his predecessor.

Eight Lubbock High School seniors

were suspended from sdhool for being members of a secret organization, and the boys quickly received support from their
mothers and from the newspaper.

The paper headlined,

"Mothers of Students Dismissed Because of Fraternity Reported
'In Arms'; Session with Oberholtzer is Slated."

iho

Though

the paper reported that the boys and their mothers would meet
with the superintendent and the school board, there is no
mention of any such meeting in the board minutes, nor did
the paper carry any further news of the outcome of the incident.
In March, 1936, five boys were dismissed from school
for being members of secret organizations.

-^ Five persons

appeared before the board to discuss the matter, but the
board upheld its earlier stand, again forbidding any secret
l44
organizations in the schools.
The budget for the school year 1936-37 was increased
by $2,000 over the previous year, with the teachers' salary
budget being increased $19,000.

Several new teachers were

hired, including three new Negro teachers.-^^5
-^^•^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, November 19, 1935.
l^^Ibid.
1^3ibid,., March 6, 1936.
^^^oard minutes, March 17, 1936.
^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, August 21, 1936.
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The schools made progress other than just the financial during 1937-38.

A course in woodshop was added to

the high school curriculum.

In order to achieve a more

integrated course of study, a secondary curriculum supervil47
sor was added to the administration.
In May the state
department of education notified Superintendent Oberholtzer
that the Junior high school and Dunbar High School had rel48
ceived full state accreditation.

Also in May, 225 stu-

dents graduated from Lubbock High School.^^

When this

number is combined with the 42 who graduated in July, the
resulting number of graduates is higher than for any year
since 1930.

The schools seemed to definitely be on the re-

bound from the v/orst effects of the depression, and they
continued to make steady progress until the coming of the
war.
Educational activities in Lubbock, as throughout
the nation, were greatly aided during the depression years
by various New Deal agencies.

As has been noted, a C.W.A.

educational project was begun in Lubbock in January, 1934.
By the next January, 255 persons from I6 to 57 were enrolled in adult education classes of various sorts.

There

•^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, January 8, 1937.
''^Board minutes. May 25, 1937.
l48
Board
minutes.
Avalanche, May
21,
1937. May 25, 1937; Lubbock Morning

l49Lubbock Morning Avalanche, May 21, 1937.
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were classes in Spanish, arts and crafts, arithmetic and
accounting, English, and home education.

There were 115

Negro students, mostly women, enrolled in a special series
of classes in which they were taught English, citizenship,
math, reading, writing, and spelling.

Several of the mem-

bers of the class who were illiterate when they entered
150
could later read and write to some extent.
Bie W.P.A. assumed some of the task of educational
relief after the C.W.A. was phased out. By February of 1937
there were 47 teachers employed in the 17th W.P.A. district,
composed of seven counties in West Texas. These teachers were
conducting classes of much the same sort as those held earlier
by the C. W. A.

Homemaking, nutrition and health, bookkeep-

ing, shorthand, typing, music, art and woodcraft, as well as
151
the basic literacy skills were taught in these classes.
After its creation in 1935, the N.Y.A. gradually
became important to the education of youths in the Lubbock
area.

By January of 1937, 751 young people were employed

by the N.Y.A. in the district in which Lubbock was located.
In Lubbock, the N.Y.A. sponsored ten classes. There were
classes in typing, bookkeeping, primary education, general
education, and auto mechanics.

It also conducted three

•^^^Sunday Avalanche Journal, January 27, 1935.
^^^Ibid., February 7, 1937.
"^^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, January 10, 1937.
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classes in a nearby C.C.C. camp.

Sixteen youths were

employed in the school shop, repairing school furniture,
with their salaries being paid by the N.Y.A.

The money

they earned often made it possible for them to remain in
school when they would otherwise have had to drop out.^^^
By the first months of 1939 there were 530 youths in Lubbock
county alone employed by the N.Y.A. so that they could continue their education.^
The school year 1936-37 seems a turning point in
the history of the Lubbock schools.

The worst years of the

depression were past, and the schools had begun to resume
the expansion and progression which had been characteristic
of them until they x^rere struck by the hardships of the depression.

Though some of the students were still benefiting

from federal assistance in continuing their educations, the
financial status of the schools v?as much improved.

The

budget was once again increasing, teachers' salaries were
up, and enrollment, especially in the upper grades, was once
again increasing.

The end of the depression era, and the

beginning of a new, and perhaps even more critical era, is
symbolized by a change in school administration, and a
change in the philosophy of the schools.
^^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, January 12, 1937
134ibid., May 6, 1938.
•^^^Lomax interview.
^^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, January 6, 1939.

^

CHAPTER V

1937-1941
During the last days of April, I937, the Lubbock
school board was visited by the president of the Board of
Education of Long Beach, California.

After conferring with

the board, Mr. Tichner, of Long Beach, went to Superintendent Oberholtzer and offered him the superintendency of the
Long Beach school system.

Oberholtzer accepted, and the

Lubbock school board agreed to release him from the remaining year of his contract.^
Bie board was determined to make a thorough search
throughout the state for the best qualified man for the
superintendent's position.

They wanted a married man,

preferably from Texas, under 45, who held at least a Master's
2
degree with some further graduate work.
After interviewing four men in late l-Iay,-* the board decided on a man whom
they had considered three years earlier, W. B. Irvin of

4

Perryton.

Irvin had received both his Bachelor's and Master's
degrees from Simmons College in Abilene.

He had served as

^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, May 9, 1937, Board
minutes. May b, 1937.
^Board minutes. May 17, 1937.
3lbid., May 27, 1937.
^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, June 1, 1937; Board
minutes, September 4, 1937.
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principal at Pampa for two years before being promoted to
superintendent there, a position he held for two year.s. He
then became superintendent at Perryton, holding that position for twelve years before coming to Lubbock.

By 1937,

when he was chosen superintendent of the Lubbock schools,
Irvin had almost completed his Ph.D. degree at the University of Texas.^
Bie appointment of Irvin meant not only a change of
administrators, but also a change of educational philosophy.
Both Duncan aind Oberholtzer could be classed as outspokenly
progressive educators, interested in adapting new ideas or
techniques to the Lubbock schools.

Irvin quickly made it

evident that his philosophy of education would be more traditional and conservative.

Speaking to the teachers' meet-

ing at the beginning of the 1937-38 school year, Irvin emphasized that many teachers were placing too much emphasis
on the fads of teaching and not enough on the fundamentals.
He warned teachers against going too far in the use of the
,,6
techniques of what he labeled the "activity movement.
Evidently the teachers did not respond to his call for a
more traditional approach with as much enthusiasm as he had
hoped, for he felt it necessary to speak to them again about
the matter at the beginning of the following year.

^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, January 26, 1938.
^Ibid., September 5, 1937.
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Irvin's stated preference for the traditional methods in education does not mean, however, that he was unwilling to make
such changes as he considered sound.

Irvin's traditionalism

often seemed more vocal than actual, and his statements reacting against some of the excesses of progressive education
were reflective of a trend of the late 1930's.
A number of prominent educators had come to question
the chaotic character of a curriculum based on the interests
of children.

Though they saw value in some of the progres-

sive techniques, such as the activity method or the project
method, these educators thought that education must have
other elements as well.

In particular they believed " . . .

that to prepare the younger generation for their adult responsibilities, systematic instruction in the fundamentals,
in history, in English, and other subjects was essential
.,8
together with discipline and obedience when necessary.
The critics of education found support for their
criticism in the'census statistics of 1940.

'^Sunday Avalanche Journal, September 11, 1938.
^Kandel, American Education in the Tv/entieth Century, p. 119.
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^^ "^I'lE^^^i? persons over twenty-five years of
age 2,799,923 or 3.8 percent had not completed
even one year of schooling, while 7,300,689 or
9.9 percent had cpmpleted from one to four years.
Thus a total of 10,104,6l2 or I3 percent of those
twenty-five years of age or over had less than
five years of schooling.9
Though numerous factors had produced these statistics, some
took them as an indication of the failure of American education to meet the needs of the society.
The critics of progressive education did not, however, advocate a return to the "traditionalist" curriculum
of the early years of the century.

Their program was set

forth in a book prepared by the Educational Policies Commission of the National Educational Association.

Entitled

The Purposes of Education in American Democracy, the book
listed four sets of objectives for American education:

the

objectives of self-realization, the objectives of human relationships, the objectives of economic efficiency, and the
objectives of civic responsibility.

In the discussion of

each of these objectives, it is made clear that stress
should be placed upon the acquisition of concrete skills,
especially the fundamental skills in reading, writing, and
arithmetic.

The emphasis on traditional subject matter

would be combined v/ith some progressive ideas, especially
the concept of making the subject matter applicable to the

^Kandel, American Education in the Twentieth Century, p. 120.
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child's life."^^
One method of relating the subject matter to the
child was to focus the schools' activities on the problems
of the community.

School should become concerned with the

improvement of the community and of American society as a
whole.

The concept of the "community-centered" school be-

came the dominant note in education for the next twenty
years,

and reflections of this interest in community af-

fairs was found in the Lubbock schools during the pre-war
years.
As the nation grew increasingly aware of the rising
tide of totalitarianism, and as the threat of war began to
increase, educators became more conscious of their role in
educating the youth of America for responsible citizenship.
"Education for intelligent citizenship must be made the most
.,12
important continuous subject in the curriculum,
said one
prominent educator.

Leaders in American education were

deeply concerned with instilling both knowledge of the workings of democracy and patriotic feelings in the minds of
their students.

As war drew nearer, the Lubbock schools be-

came deeply involved with the task of imparting to their
l^ational Education Association, The Purposes of
Education in American Democracy, A Report from the Educational Policies Commission (Washington: National Education
Association, 1938).
"'• "^Kandel, American Education in the Twentieth Century, p. 126.
-••^Harl R. Douglass, Secondary Education for Youth in
Modern America (Washington: "American Council for Education,
1938), p. 100.
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students a knowledge and love of their country.
These trends in national education were all reflected in the Lubbock schools during the administration
of Superintendent Irvin.

Though a critic of some of the

progressive methodology, Irvin was not content to retreat
to traditional methods, but rather moved almost immediately
to make what he felt were worthwhile innovations.

He ap-

pointed two new curriculum directors whose duties were "to
direct committee work on the various fields of major core
13
areas for elementary and secondary schools."
Irvin introduced into the junior high school a series of exploratory courses, designed to aid the students in selecting
those areas of academic work which most interested them,
14
and in which they would concentrate in high school.
To
provide vocational counseling for high school students, vocational guidance groups met every VJednesday in the high
school.
All these changes indicate that Irvin, though sounding like a conservative in educational techniques, was indeed an innovator.

In January of 1938 Irvin announced the

beginning of his most important innovation, the four-level
system.

The plan took its name from the four levels of

•^-^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, September 12, 1937.
14.
Ibid,
^^ibid.
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school work—the primary, the intermediate, the junior high,
and the senior high.

Basically the plan was a system in

which each child would be allowed to progress at his own
rate.

There would be no attempt to fail students who could

not achieve a specified level of performance in one subject.
If a student could make rapid progress in one area, he would
be encouraged to do so; if a student had difficulty in a
particular subject, he would not fail, but would be allowed
to spend a sufficient amount of time at each level of work
to succeed.

In practical terms, this meant that some stu-

dents could go through school in less than twelve years, but
others would take longer, with no student being failed or
forced to remain in a grade because he could not succeed in
one aspect of his school work.
These changes, and others brought in by Irvin, were
only a part of the development of the Lubbock schools from
1937 to 1941.

The story of that development seems to be

divided into four parts:

the resumption of the almost ex-

plosive growth in enrollment; the concomitant growth of the
physical facilities of the school; the expansion of the curriculum to meet the changing nature and needs of the community; and the increasing Involvement of the schools in
America's preparation for war.
The growth of the schools prior to the depression
had been so rapid that it could almost be termed explosive.

Lubbock Morning Avalanche, January 2, 1938.
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The depression had slowed this rapid growth, but,by 1937
the schools were returning to the pre-depression pattern.
In September, I937, 4,873 students enrolled, an increase of
274 over the previous year.

By the following February

the schools had passed the 6,000 pupil mark for the first
time, with a large increase in enrollment coming just after
18
the Christmas holidays.
By the end of the school year
there had been an increase of 576 pupils, almost a 10 perIQ
cent increase during the year. ^ This rapid increase meant
that the schools would once again be facing a critical shortage of classroom space.
In May of I938 the board began attempts to provide
more adequate facilities for the schools.
cation for another P.W.A. grant.

They made appli-

This grant was to be used

for a number of projects—elementary schools in the Southwest and Northwest parts of town, an addition to the senior
high school and to two elementary schools, a gymnasium for
the Negro school, and remodeling and repairing the junior
20
high school.
In July the board added another application
for P.W.A. funds to the one already pending, these funds to
be used for a 1,000 seat grandstand and an improved track
21
at the athletic field.
But the P.W.A. grants applied for

•^'^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, September 11, 1937.
•^^Ibid., February 9, 1938.
•^^Ibid., May 1, 1938.
^^Board minutes. May 31^ 1938.

^4bid., July 26, 1938.
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would only cover 455^ of the cost of the projects, making
it necessary for the board to call a $150,000 bond election
to provide the remainder of the funds.^^ When the election
was held on September 2, 1938, the voters approved it 605
to 57.^^
The board realized that the operating expenses of
the schools would be higher with the Increased enrollment,
so in August they raised the operating budget of the schools
by $15,000.

In 1937-38 the budget had been about $330,000;

it was raised to about $345,000 for 1938-39.
\inien school opened in the fall of I938 the schools
were flooded with 5,286 pupils, 700 more than the year before.

This new increase meant that there was a possibility

that some of the classrooms would have to go on half-day
25
sessions.
Three new teachers were hired, and cafeteria
service was discontinued at Central Ward and Dupre schools
26
so that the cafeteria space could be used for classrooms.
Realizing that the crowded conditions would rapidly
grow worse, the board attempted to push ahead with its plan
^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, September 1, 1938; Board
minutes, August 15, 193^^.
^^Board minutes, Segtember 9> 1938; Lubbock Morning
Avalanche, September 3, 1938.
Lubbock Morning Avalanche, August 20, 1938.
^^Ibid., September 13, 1938.
Ibid., September 18, 1938-
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for construction of more facilities, giving precedence to
the construction of two new elementary schools.

In Novem-

ber, 1938, one of the members of the board. Dr. Allen T.
Stewart, and the school business manager, A. C. Jackson, made
a trip to Washington in an attempt to speed up the P.W.A.
grant which the schools had requested.
received some bad news.

In Washington they

They were told by Harold Ickes,

administrator of P.W.A., that Texas had received more than
its share of P.W.A. funds.

The two men felt that they had
27
received "some encouragement, but not much."
In spite

of this discouraging news, the board in late November went
28
ahead with the purchase of sites for the schools.
There is no record that the board ever received the
P.W.A. grant, but in August of the next year they went ahead
with the letting of bids for the two elementary schools.
The first set of bids submitted exceeded the board's expectations, so they readjusted the specifications of the proposed buildings, and the bids were resubmitted the next
day.

The manner in which the board let the contracts,

and the fact that the contracts went to a Dallas firm,
aroused some protests from local contractors, who contended

^"^Ibld., November 8, 1938; Jackson interview.
^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, November 30, 1938.
^%bid., August 23, 1939; Board minutes, August 22,
August 24, 1939.
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that the business should have gone to a local firm, but the
30
board made no change in its award.
Work on the schools began almost immediately, and
they were, ready for opening by January 24, 1940.^"^ The
school located at 29th and Avenue N was named for George R«
Bean, one of the early school teachers who later became
county judge and a prominent citizen of the community.

The

school in the 2500 block of 25th Street was named for Roscoe
32
Wilson, a long-time member of the school board.
These
schools relieved much of the crowding of the elementary
schools, when combined with an addition to K. Carter school
33
which was made at about the same time.
The enrollment continued to climb rapidly, passing
34
7,000 in January, 194o.
Since the two new elementary
schools were just being opened, the problem of crowded conditions was most urgent in the high school.

In February a

plan for voluntary half-day sessions in the high school was
introduced.

There would be three "shifts" at the school,

with most students continuing to go from 9 A.M. to 3 P.M.
There would also be an 8 A.M. to 1 P.M. and a 1 P.M. to 5 P.M.
shift.

Guidance counselors would meet with those students

^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, August 25, 1939.
^ Board minutes, January 3, 1940.
^^Sunday Avalanche Journal, January 21, 1940.
33lbid.
3^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, February 22, 1940.
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who wished to be in one of the half-day shifts so they could

35

work.

Ihe reason these "shifts" were necessary is easily

realized, for the school was designed for 1,250 students
and 1,384 were attending.^^
In May of 194o there was an indication that the
board would soon call a bond issue to enlarge the high school
and also to build additions to some of the elementary schools.
A newspaper story discussed the crowding of the schools in
detail.

Relying on what it termed "consensus of highly au-

thoritative opinion," the writer of the article stated that
the calling of a bond issue seemed imminent.^'

But the

schools became absorbed in other problems, and the bond election was not called before the end of the period covered by
this study.
Growth in enrollment and expansion of physical facilities was only one phase of the schools' growth during
this period.

Another significant area of change was the ex-

panding and developing curriculum, and the enlargement of
the school administration to meet the new tasks of the larger school system.
By September, 1937, the schools had enlarged their
administrative staff to include a visiting teacher, a

35Lubbock Morning Avalanche, February 1, 1940.
36.
^Ibid.
^'^Ibid., May 19, 1940.
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director of elementary curriculum, a director of secondary
education, a director of homemaking education in junior
high school, and a school doctor.*^

This rapidly expanding

staff indicates that the administration was attempting to
give direction and order to the schools' growth and change.
In April of 1938 the board took a significant step
in the upgrading of the entire faculty when it announced
that in the future no teacher would be hired for a white
school who did not hold a degree, and those teachers who did
not have a degree would have to complete eight hours every
two years to keep their jobs.-'^
Tlie administration continued to grow as the schools
grew and became more complex.

A co-ordinator of distributive

4o

education was hired to administer that new program in 1938,
and the next year the position of guidance co-ordinator was
created.

In April of 194l a director of adult education

was appointed,

all these new appointments reflecting an

increasing sophistication and diversity in the schools.
The creation of these new positions meant that the
role of the school was expanding, and that the curriculum

^^Sunday Avalanche Journal, September 3, 1938.
^^Board minutes, April 26, 1938.
^^Ibid., May 3I, 1938.
^•'-Ibid., March 22, 1939.
42
Ibid., March 4, 1941.
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In the spring of 1938 Irvin requested that a

survey of the business community be made by the Chamber of
Commerce to determine how the schools could improve the education of those going into business.

The result of this

survey was the creation, in the fall of that year, of a
course in distributive education in the high school.

In

this course, students received classroom training in a particular type of vocation, mainly the retail trades, for two
school periods a day, then worked on a job in that trade in
the afternoon.

The students also continued some regular

academic classes.

4^

In the same year a plan was approved by the board to
have grades one to five in each elementary school.

Previously

some schools had contained only the first three grades, but
Irvin and the board thought that the increasing traffic problem made it safer for children to remain in schools near
their homes for the first five years of school.
In the spring of 194l a special committee of teachers
made a report concerning the secondary school curriculum.
This committee stated that since one-fourth or more of Lubbock's graduates did not go to college, more training should
be given to students planning to enter business or industry
directly after graduation.

The teachers' committee thought

Lubbock Morning Avalanche, September 21, 1933.
44
Ibid., April 27, 1938.
/
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that the solution to the problem was a dual-track curriculum, with one series of courses designed for those planning
to enter college, another series designed for those planning
to enter business or industry.

Superintendent Irvin prom-

ised that the plan would be studied, but the coming of the
war meant a suspension of any further work on the project.^^
The school year 1940-4l is dominated by the shadow
of war.

The schools became deeply Involved in America's

preparation for war, both ms^terially and psychologically.
In June, 1940, the board passed a resolution offering the
vocational training facilities of the schools to the Federal
Emergency Defense Program for after-school use, stating that
this was necessary because "a national emergency now exists."
In October the Negro and Mexican schools were closed for a
day so the teachers at those schools could register men for
the draft, with the school buildings being used as registra47
tion centers.
The school board offered in November to aid

48 Since this meant that the

the National Defense Program.

school would have to furnish a building and some equipment,
a considerable outlay of money would be necessary.

The

^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, May l6, 1941.
46
Board Minutes, June 25, 1940.
'^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, October 6, 1940.
48
1
Board minutes, November 13, 19^0.
/
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Athletic Association, a private organization which raised
money to aid the athletic programs of the school, made an
offer to finance the building, and the board accepted.^^
Work was begun almost immediately.
More important than the schools' participation in
the physical, material preparation for war was their role
in the psychological preparation.

Irvin's statement at the

opening of the school year 1940-4l indicates what role the
school thought it should play.
I hope every teacher in the schools will put democracy, a love for it, and a practice of it, above
some other things this year. . . . Our children must
be alloyed with the things that make us love this
country, and if teachers cannot do it, who can? . . .
We must begin to produce pure American citizens, not
proteges of every propagandized wind that may blow
in our direction. Let's roll up our sleeves, and if
we don't teach anything else, let's teach Americanism
and Democracy with their hands joined. America is
lost if we don't do just that.50
In this same speech, Irvin also called for a "perpetuation
of Americanism through nationalism," and encouraged the
teachers to make sure the children were "shot through with
love of nation."^
The effect of this attitude on the activities in the
schools is seen by the plans made for American Education

^Board minutes, January l4, 1941.
Lubbock Morning Avalanche, September 8, 1940.
51.
Ibid.
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Week in October.

The theme of the week's activities was to

be "Education for the Common Defense," and the highlight
of the week was to be a play given at the high school.
The play, entitled Moonsjet, was about a small group of Ameri«
can soldiers trapped behind the enemy lines and pondering
the problem of man's relation to warfare.^^
When the schools opened in the fall of 1937, it
seemed that they were at the beginning of a new era, for
they had passed through the financial hardships of the depression, and now seemed ready to resume the expansion
and progression which had been characteristic of them in
more normal times.

For about three years, the schools did

indeed seem to be in a renewed period of progress. But
then a new shadow fell across the newly brightened scene.
The increasing turbulence of the international scene and
the threats and hostility buffeting the U. S. influenced
the schools to turn increasingly to preparations, both material and psychological, for war.

Another era of strain

and challenge lay ahead.

^^Lubbock Morning Avalanche, October 27, 1940

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
In 1891, when it appeared that state funds would
not be available in time to pay a school teacher for Lubbock children, the citizens of the little frontier community
dug into their pockets and paid a teacher from voluntary
subscriptions.

In doing so they revealed an interest in,

and support for, education which remained typical of Lubbock
throughout the fifty years covered by this study.

An indi-

cation of this support is that during the period no bond
issue was defeated, and the citizens of Lubbock usually
supported by a large majority needed additions to the physical facilities of the schools. With the exception of a
short period following the dismissal of Superintendent Duncan, the schools have never been involved in local politics.
There seems to have been little criticism of the schools
from the community, and editorials and news stories reveal
a pride in the excellent schools which the citizens of Lubbock thought they had.
During this fifty year period, the Lubbock schools
faced two large problems:

the problem of providing adequate

physical and Instructional facilities for a rapidly growing
enrollment, and the problem of changing themselves to meet
the changing nature of education and the changing nature of
the community.

The Lubbock schools have been, for the most
157
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part, successful in their attempts to solve these two types
of problems.
The rapid growth of the Lubbock schools is shown by
the increase in the number of students enrolled during the
first years of the decades covered in this study:

1891
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940

..
..
..
..
. .
..

.
37
• 123
. 618
. 1361
. 5287
. 7000 (approximately)

This rapid growth was, of course, a reflection of the rapid
increase in the population of the community, and meant that
the schools were often crov/ded during this period.

But the

school administration and the board pushed for new facilities
as rapidly as they thought desirable and possible, and the
schools were never severely crowded for long. When the
board did decide that more building was necessary, it attempted to have quality buildings constructed.

But growth

was so consistent and so rapid that during this period the
problem of maintaining adequate facilities was the biggest
single area of difficulty for the schools.
During the fifty years from I89I to 1941 there were
many changes in educational theory and practice.

From I89I

to about 1910 the Lubbock schools were not much involved in
the new trends in education, being conducted much like the
schools of a small country tov/n in pre-Civil War days. Beginning with the administration of M. M. Dupre, and
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continuing for the next thirty years, however, the schools
were brought more into step with the march of national education.

Many of the new techniques, methods, and philosophies

which were being advocated on the national level were tried
in Lubbock.

An early interest in vocational education, the

adoption of the project method, the activity method, an interest in preparing the nation's children for war--all these
national interests were reflected in the Lubbock schools.
Throughout this thirty year period, the Lubbock schools have
revealed an awareness of the current ideas in education, and
many of these ideas have been put into practice.
The curriculum has also mirrored the changing nature
of the community.

As Lubbock grew from an agricultural com-

munity to a regional merchandising and retail center, the
schools began including in their course of study more courses
directly related to the needs of business.

Local businesses

were asked what changes the schools could make to improve
the quality of graduates entering business directly.

Stress

was placed on preparing graduates for college, especially
after Texas Tech was located in Lubbock in 1924. There was,
from 1910 to 1940, a willingness to change and expand the
curriculum when new needs arose.
The story of the schools is not one of complete and
unbroken progress, however.

Education for the minority

groups, the Negroes and the Latin-Americans, has been a
"backwater," with little attention or money devoted to them.

l6o
The dismissal of Duncan, apparently because of community
pressure, was not one of the board's finest decisions.

On

occasion, the board seemed a little slow in providing physical facilities for the schools.

The very rapid growth of

enrollment made it difficult, hov/ever, for adequate facilities to be provided as rapidly as needed.

These exceptions

should not, however, diminish the considerable accomplishments of the schools.
Hie schools of Lubbock, as any human institution,
have not been without problems.

But the story of the first

fifty years of the Lubbock schools is a story of willingness
to change, soundness in growth, and success in the education
of Lubbock's children.
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